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INTRODUCfION 

I, Chairman of Estimates Committee having been authorised to submit 
the Report, on their behalf, present this 6th R~Port on the Ministry of 
Fmance (Department of Revenue) - Directorate of Enforcement. 

2. The Committee undertook an examination of the Directorate owing 
to the widely perceived power of this Organisation over the ,citizen and the 
latter's apprehensions of its misuse for extraneous purposes. 

3. 1De Committee considered the replies given by the Department of 
Revenue to a detailed questionnaire issued on the subject whereafter the 
oral evidence of the representatives of the Department of Revenue and 
Directorate of Enforcement was recorded on 19.9.1990. The Committee 
wish to express their thanks to the officers of the Ministry and Enforce-
ment Directorate for placing before them the written notes concerning the 
subject under examination and such other information as was desired by 
the Committee in connection with the examination of the subject. They are 
also grateful to them for showing high degree of candour during the 
evi~nce before the Committee in sharing with the Members of the 
Committee their views and perceptions of different matters of relevance. 

4. The Report was considered and adopted by! the Committee on 
28.1.1992. 

5. The main thrust of the Report is on following aspects - objectivity 
and independence in the @nctioning of the Directorate - Strengthening of 
intelligence set up for effective targetting of searches - safeguarding the 
citizen against arbitrariness or harassment in exercise of powers under 
FERA - adjudication process. 

6. In their Report the Committee have come to the conclusion that the 
policy of shifting the Directorate from one Ministry {Department to 
another can only undermine the efficiency of this organisation. The 
Committee, therefore, are in favour of the administrative contk-ol of the 
Directorate being placed with the Department of Economic Affairs which 
also deals with the administration of FERA. However, the Committee are 
also cons:ious of the need for close coordination with the various other 
departments which have a bearing upon the working of the Directorate. 

7. In regard to the question of making the ~~ctioning, of the Director of 
Enforcement more independent, the Committee have come to the conclu-
sion that it may not be practicable to have 8 fixed tenure for Director of 
Enforcement. They have, however, desired that the Government must 
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adopt ways and means for encouraging the officers holding the post of 
Director of Enforcement to act with utmost independence and impartiality. 
They also desire that at the same time suitable steps should be taken, 
expeditiously, by the Ministry to ensure that the powers vested in various 
officers of Directorate are not misused and that cases of misuse are dealt 
with expeditiously and sternly. 

8. The Committee consider it necessary to have a periodic evaluation of 
the Directorate, say, after every 5 years as an in-built mechanism within 
the FERA itself. The Committee expect that such an evaluation will have 
the force of law. 

9. In order to faCIlitate greater and smooth flow of information from 
third parties in situations where neither of the two parties involved in 
violation of FERA cooperate with the Directorate, the Committee have 
advised the Government to expeditiously amend Section 33(2) of the Act. 
At the same time Committee would also expect that the targets of 
searches, seizures and arrests are picked up with greatest care and only 
after substantial intelligence is obtained against such target. The Commit-
tee also desire that the Government should continue such economic 
reforms as would make flow of foreign exchange inlO India a profitable 
proposition. 

10. The Committee are mindful of the importance of proper intelligence 
for the effective functioning of the Dir-ectorate. However in order to bring 
forth greater objectivity in the functioning of the Directorate and to 
minjmjse the possibility of Enforcement Officers frittering away their 
energy in following up cases which are either not· genuine or where poor 
intelligence forecloses chances of success, the Committee have stressed 
upon the need to have an arrangement whereby the intelligence is 
received, sifted, evaluated and assessed by. officers who are not directly 
concerned with the operative part of enforcement activitY ~The Committee, 
have also desired that the Government will take eXpeditious and effective 
steps to revamp the intelligence set up in the Directorate of Enforcement 
and, to appoint~ a special officer of sufficient seniority to exclusively look 
after the intelligence work. 

11. In this context, the Commi~ are also in favour of bringing such 
matters like collection and processing of ealQOmic intelligence within the 
purview of a strengthened int61ligence apparatus within the Directorate of 
Enforcement. 

12. While expressing satisfaction at improving ~ches-seizure ratio the 
Committee would expect the Government to take adequate steps to further 
improve this ratio. For this they have desired that not only the inteDigence 
be strengthened but also sufficient staff and police protection be provided 
to search parties. 
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.. 13. The Committee have in their Report underlined the significance of 

fixing targets for searches at a realistic level and close monitoring of such 
searches by senior officers in order to bring to light mall- :-actice, if any. 

14. Persuaded by their concern for the ordinary citizen the Committee 
have gone as far as in recommending to Government to amend the law in 
such a manner as would give the citizens adequate legal protection against 
harassment. 

15. In order to make the process of adjudication. of cases faster, the 
Committee have recommended a number of measures -wtrich indude:-
FIXatjon of reasonable time-limit for adjudication process and for J;'eJistra-
tion of cases; setting up of special courts for economic offences; giving 
freedom to the Department to engage lawyers of known competance to 
defend cases involving large sums of money without being obliged to 
confine their choice to a panel lawyers of Central Government; strengthen-
~ of legal set up within the Directorate of Enforcement and creation of 
attractive promotion prospects on the l~gal side in order to draw and retain 
officers of sound legal knowledge and experience. 

16. The Committee have also desired the Government to pay serious 
attention to the organisational aspects of Enforcement Directorate and 
equip the Directorate with adequate staff which could commensurate with 
its current work-load. At the same time suitable measures to strengthen 
the existing vigilance set up for appropriate action against the corrupt 
officials, have also been recommended by the Committee. 

17. The Report is largely based on the work put in by the previous 
Committee, the composition of which is given in the Annexure I. The 
Committee wish to place on record sincere thanks to the Chairman and 
Members of earlier Committee. 

18. For facility of reference the recommendations/ observations pf the 
Committee have been printed in thick type in the body of the Report and 
have also been reproduced in a consolidated form in Appendix of the 
Report. 

NEW DEun; 
14th February, 19?2 

25 Magha, 1913 (S) 

MANORANJAN BHAKTA, 
CIuUnrum., 

Estimtltes Committee. 



CHAPI'ER I 

IN'fROUUcrORY 

1.1 The Directorate of Enforcement is an attached office of Ministry of 
Fmance (DepaI:tment of Revenue) responsible for enforcement of the 
provisions of Foreign Exchange Regulations Act, 1973. 

1.2 In a written note submitted to the Committee the Department of 
Revenue stated:-

"The Directorate was set up under Foreign Exchange Regulations 
Act, 1947 and is enforcing FERA 1973 which came in force w.e.f. 
1.1.1974. The relevant provisions of FERA 1947 are as follows: 

'Director of Enforcement' means the Director of Enforcement of 
Foreign Exchange 'Regulation appointed by the Central Government 
for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of this Act." 

1.3 The relevant provisions (Section 3 of the FERA 1973) which is in 
force at present states that "there shall be the following classes of officers 
of Enforcement namely:-

(a) Directors of Enforcement; 
(b) Additional Directors of Enforcement; 
(c) Deputy Directors of Enforcement; 
(d) Assistant Directors of Enforcement; and 
(e) Such other class of officers of Enforcement as may be appointed 

for the purposes of this Act." 

A. Historical Background 
1.4 There was no_ separate agency for the enforcement of FERA and 

investigation of bffence thereunder from 1947 uptil 1956. At that stage this 
responsibility was Peing discharged by a section in Exchange Control 
Depamnent of Reserve Bank of India designated as "Invesngation and 
Enforcement Section". The searches and seizures, whenever necessary , 
were undertaken with the help of the then Special Police Establishment 
(now a constituent of Central Bureau of Investigation), -further action 
including filing of cases in the courts used to be taken by the Reserve 
Bank of India; the prosecution being conducted by the Special Police 
Establishment. 

1.5 The above arrangements. beiJlg usatisfactory and the system of 
collective intelligence in regard to FERA related offenc:es being non-
existent, as also the reservations of the Reserve Bank of India as to the 
compatability of this responsibility with their role as country's Central 
Bankers, a separate organisation for the purpose of enforcirtg-FERA came 
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into being with the establishment of a small Unit at Delhi w.e.f. 1st May, 
1956 under the administrative control of Department of Economic Affairs 
of the Ministry of Finance; it was called Enforcement Unit. The head of 
the Organisation, an officer of the legal service, was appointed as Director 
of Enforcement. Simultaneously, two branch offices of the units were also 
set up in Calcutta and Bombay. A third branch office was opened at 
Madras in June, 1957. Officers drawn from Reserve Bank as well as 
Special Police Establishment at various levels were also drafted into the 
organisation. As uptil 20th September, 1957, the FERA itself w~ ,a 
temporary legislation, the Enforcement Unit was also purely a temporary 
organisation. With the amendment of FERA vide FERA Amendment Act, 
1957, the enforcement machinery was placed on a permanent footing and 
was for the first time legally recognised.' . 

B. Administrative Control 

1.6 After the machinery for enforcement of. FERA gained a legal 
f~ in 1957 it continued to function under the Department of 
JiCOnomic Affairs in the Ministry of Finanet'!. In December, 1960 however, 
the Director of Enforcement and his staff were brought .under the 
administrative control of Department of Revenue in the same Ministry. 

1.7 In a written note the Department stated that this shift was 
occasioned by the need for achieving better coordiIfation between the 
Directorate and the Department of Revenue as by this time a good 
number of officers of the Excise and Customs Department had }Seen 
drafted into the Directorate for investigating a large number of foreign 
exchange offences linked with smuggling, over-invoicing and under-
invoicing which necessitated coordination with Central Board for Excise 
and Customs as well as Department of Revenue. 

1.8 For a snort time from 1974 to 1m, however the Directorate was 
placed under the Administr!live control of Cabinet Secretariat, 
Department of Personnel. This StIltUs quo 1liiie was restored "in 1977. 
Explaining these changes tht Department.'l'~ a Written note stated: 

"'It may be mentioned that along With the Enforcement Directorate, 
the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence had also been shifted from 
the Department of Revenue to the Department of Personnel. Tbis 
change was during the period of emergency. Subsequently after the 
lifting of the emergen~i both the Directorates were shifted bact to 
the Depa.runent of Revenue". .. " ! 

1.9 Again in 1987 the Directorate was partially transferred to the· 
Department of Economic Affairs, as matters r~lating to administration, 
accounts and establishment continued tb be looked after '"y the 
Department of Revenue itself. Even for f«.bnical matters the change was 
effected only at and above the level of Deputy Secr~~ and the same 
lower staff in the Department of Revenue continued to handle such • 
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technical matters. In a written submission to the Committee the 
Department of Revenue explained: 

"This arrangement was perhaps made as incumbent who was 
appointed as the Director of Enforcement was also ex-officio Joint 
Secretary in the Department of Economic Affairs. After the 
incumbent had been transferred the Directorate was transferred back 
to Department of Revenue. The Directorate is again under the 
administrative control of Department of Revenue since January , 
1990." 

1.10 When asked to indicate the most appropriate place for the 
Directorate ()f Enforcement, the Ministry stated that the Directorate had 
remained with the. Department of Revenue most of the time and whenever 
there had been a change it had to be reverted after a short spell. The 
obvious reason seems to be the need to achieve coordination with Custorqs 
and Income-tax Department .. For the reasons the Ministry felt that the 
continuance of the Directorate with the Department of Revenue is 
desirable. 

1.11 In this context, the Secretary of the Ministry of Finance, 
Department of Revenue stated during evidence:-

"First of all, the question is whether the best arrangement for the 
administration of Directorate of Enforcement is its linkage with the 
Department of Revenue.' There are advantages and disadvantages in 
both the alternatives. The administration of FERA in general, laying 
down ~e policy,.and amendment in the law are within the purview of 
Dc;partment of Economic Affairs. Liaison with RBI which is also very 
clo.sely involved is also the responsibiiity of the Economic Affairs 
Department. Therefore, ligitimately there seems to be an advantage 
in having the Directorate of Enforcement also with the Department 
of Economic Affairs. There are, of course, certain serious 
disad,vantages also. The Department of Economic Affairs which is 
involved with macr<> economic policy in general is not very much 
attuned to this kind of investigative and ~nforcement work and. 
supervision of enforcement agencies and the Finance Secretary being 
involved in practically all policy making in the Government has 
hardly any time. The Second aspect is that a FERA .violation 
generally also involves violation of other economic laws. If some 
money is not repartriated, that means that there is violation of 
income tax laws. There are various other ways of FERA violation, 
like over-invoicing, under-invQicinj, junk export etc. which are within 
the purview of the Custom'- Therefore, in many cases except the 
ordinary hawala transactions, infringement of customs laws are also 
iDvdlved. Finally, the . Same operators are .involved in cases of FERA 
and Customs laws. They may even.be involved in drug trafficking. 
There has to be 'ooardmation of intelligence and action among the 
enforcement agencies. As the Re"venue Department is responsible for 
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other enforcement agencies, there is a distinct advantage in the 
Directorate of Enforcement also being with the Revenue Department 
so that it can effect better coordination." 

C. Independence of D,irectorate 
1.12 The Committee enquired whether the existing -arrangement was the 

healthiest one and what could be done to ensure the impartiality and 
independent functioning of the Directorate. 

1.13 In this connection the Secretary during evidence stated:-
"This problem is not only relevant to the Directorate of Enforcement 
but it is common to practically the entire administration, where-ever 
economic laws and more sansitive matters are involved. 1 think, it 
depends on the political ethos, the standards of morality and so many 
other things." 

1.14 The Secretary furtheer stated:-

"There have been all kinds of attempts made to prevent abuse. 
There have been all kinds of attempts made to have a vigilance 
machinery in order to prevent corruption. But the only solution that 
has worked in practice is to give such sensitive assignments to officers 
of competence and proven integrity." 

1.15 When asked if the Director of Enforcement should have a fixed 
tenure of five years in order to help him functioning independently, the 
Secretary Revenue commented as follows: 

"Suppose the Director of Enforcement, for some reason, does not 
enjoy my confidence or ceases to enjoy the confidence of the 
Minister, the!) what kind of effective role he can play? He will 
become persona non grate. Therefore, the five year tenure, although 
attractive in principle, cannot be implemented in practice." 

1.16 With regard to independence and impartiality of this Directorate 
the Secretary during evidence stated:-

Role 

"I do not think, the answer lies in having an independent 
orpnisation. 1 will give you the reasons. Firstly, the Ministry of 
Finance must be fully accountable for the actions of the Directorate 
of Enforcement as all other enforcement agencies, to Parliament and 
to the .people. So, if you make it as an independent organisation, 
then the problem comes regarding accountability." 

D. Role and Functions 

1.17 In a written note the Department has stated that the Directorate is 
concerned mainly with the enforcement of the provisions of Foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act. In addition the Directorate alJo recommends 
cases for detention under tht; Conservation of Foreign Exchange and 
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Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act, 1974. It also assists the State 
authorities in locating and detaining the persons against whom detention 
orders have been issued. 

1.18 During evidence, the Secretary, Department of Revenue was asked 
as to how the Department of Enforcement could perform a positive as well 
as negative role vis. encouraging the flow of foreign exchange into the 
country and prevention of unauthorised dealing in foreign exchange which 
are apparently different, and whether Department bad at all succeeded in 
living upto this role. In reply, the Secretary stated as fo11ows:~ 

"The Directorate of Enforcement is supposed to catch violations of 
law and transactions and to deal with them in a certain manner like 
imposition of penalty and prosecution etc. These are supposed to be 
deterrent punishments; there are also provisions available which may 
be called draconian under the Preventive Detention or 
COFEPOSA ..... These methods are used primarily to detect cases of 
violation, to punish the wrong doers, to make an example of them 
and provide deterrent punishment to other violators so that they 
hesitate in violating the· law. It will be impossible for any law 
enforcement agency to quantify to what extent their efforts in 
enforcement of law has resulted in better compliance of law. It is 
possible that deterrent punishment is insufficient and it is also 
possible that because of the presence of Directorate of Enforcement 
the law is not violated." 

1.19 The main functions of the Directorate as stated to be are as 
under:-

(a) to collect, sift, collate, interpret, disseminate intelligence relating 
to violation of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act and while 
working out the same, depending upon the circumstances of the 
cases: 
(i) to conduct searches of suspected persons, conveyances and 

premises for seizing incriminating materials (including Indian 
and foreign currencies involved) and/or 

(ii) to enquire into and investigate suspected violations of the 
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act and for that purpose, arrest, 
of persons, if necessary. 

(b) To adjudicate cases of violations of Foreig~ Exchange Regulation 
Act for levying penalties departmentally and also for confiscating 
the amounts involved in contravention; 

(c) To prosecute offenders in Courts; 

(d) To defend cases before the Foreign Exchange Regulation 
Appellate Board and Courts. 

(e) To realise the penalties imposed in Department adjudications. 
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E. Review of the Functioning of Directorate of Enforcement 
1.20 Asked to state whether any review or evaluation of the functioning 

of the Enforcement Directorate had ever been done bj any independent 
agency the Department in its repl~' has stated that no such review or 
evaluation of the functioning of the Directorate has so far bec:n made by 
any such independent body. 

1.21 In this connection, the Secretary of the Ministry of Finance, 
Department of Revenue during evidence stated:-

.. Any investigating agency exercising such wille powers over the 
citizens of the country and handling such sensitive areas of the 
economy should be subjected to con~tant review or periodical review· 
in any case. The question arises, what kind of review it should be and 
who should undertake that review. A suggestion was mooted, I think, 
in the Questionnaire that was sent to us, that the Directorate of 
Enforcement should be subjected to evaluation by some independent 
outside authority. Now, I am not aware of any instance where any 
investigating agency has been subjected to review by an outside 
independent organisation." 

1.22 The Secretary added:-

"As far. as ftRA is concerned, if you go through Section 44, it is 
clearly laid down that the Directorate of Enforcemel)t and the 
Enforcement Officer cannot reveal specific information to any body 
except when it is demanded by somebody authorised under law. They 
are prohibited from giviqg that information to anybody. Unless 
somebody is privy to that information, it is very difficult to judge 
whether a particular action, a search, adjudication or arrest was 
justified on the grounds that were available or the evidence that was 
available with the Directorate of Enforcement. Since that information 
cannot be divulg~d to any outside agency, it is not possible. But it is 
necessary that the operations of this Directorate should be reviewed 
and the responsibility, I think, for conducting such a review 
periodically and overseeing their operation is cast on the Secretary, 
Revenue at the moment, implying that he must periodically look into 
the working of this organisation and give them proper direction on 
how they should operate and if there are any instance which come to 
his notice either through YIP reference or petitions ete., which seem 
to indicate that there is something which leaves to be desired in the 
functioning of the organisation then he must take corrective steps or 
suggest corrective steps." 

1.23 The COIIUIIittee DOte that the Directorate or Eaforcemeat has been 
created under the Foreip Eschange Replatioa Ad (FERA) wIIida, .upt1I 
1957 was bein& looked upon as oaIy • traDsitory IepI docIuneat for 
esc ...... contm pIII'pORS. However, in that year both FERA • well as 
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Directorate of Enforcement aMI''''''' a pennanent footiDg. TIle FERA was 
revamped in 1973. At the same time the Directorate bas also grown 
organisationally as also in terms of its respoasibilities. 

1.24 The Committee find that right from its inception in 1947 and 
thereafter the Directorate bas been working under the adminktrative 
control of different departments/agencies of the Government. To begin with 
it functioned as part of Exchange Control Department in Reserve Bank of 
India. Thereafter it bas been placed either under the Department of 
Economic Affairs or under Department of Revenue at different stages and 
for different spells. During the period (1975-77) when emergency was 
enforced the Directorate was placed under Cabinet Secretariat Department 
of Personnel. At present the Directorate depends for its manpower 
requirement largely on the Department of Revenue. Moreover Department 
bas to maintaia an active interaction with this Department as most of the 
violations of FERA have cross-linkages with matters falling under one or the 
other organ-tion under Department of Revenue. On the other hand the 
administraw.. of FERA, wldch involves ddennination of policy questions 
and ~ents in the law, falls under the Department of Emnomic 
Affairs. 

The COImIlittee are f'll1IIe view that dais policy of s~tbe Directorate 
from one Ministry /lkpabnent to _ .... 1' and back is not desirable or 
conducive to efticiency. 1bey are nat .. _ed to agree with the contention 
that the Directorate sII8uIcI be pIaaeII ander one or the other Department 
merely on the basis ~ 'tile IC8Ie of its iIIteraction with them. The Committee 
were informed that the balance of advantage seems to lie in retaining the 
Directorate under the administratift control of the Department of Revenue. 

The Committee do DOt agree with the existing arrangement. They are of 
the view that for the smooth functioning of the Directorate it is desirable 
that the administrative control '" the Directorate sbouId be with the 
Department of Emnomic Affairs which also dealt with the administration of 
FERA so that the defidendes and amendments in FERA which come to the 
notice of .. Directorate can be removed expeditiously. At the same time the 
Comminee feel that there should be dose coordination with other 
Deparbgw •• which haft a bearing upoo die functioning of the Directorate. 
The COllI 'flee will like to be informed of the steps taken in this regard. 

1.25 TIle Committee are distressed to find that there have been cases of 
misQse of powers by the aftIcers of the Directorate of Enforcement. They 
were, bowever. informed dlat efforts have been made to prevent such abuse 
of powers. TIle Committee also take note of the suggestions made by the 
Secretary, Revenue during evidence that sucb sensitive assignments sbouId 
be given to ofIIcers of competence and proven integrity. 

TIle Committee hope that suitable steps will be taken, expeditiously, by 
the Ministry to ensure that the powers vested in various ofIIcers of 
Directorate are not misused and cases of micuse dealt with expeditiously and 
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sternly. They will also Uke to be informed about the steps taken in tIds 
repnl. 

1.26 The Committee have also examined the question of according greater 
independeoce to the Directorate of Enforcement in its functioning so as to 
make it more impartial and free from undue interference. In this coatext 
they realise the importance of having persons of high integrity IUId 
unimpeaduable moral standards to head the organisation. They also 
appreciate the sensitivity of assignment and the desirability of having aD 
incumbent who enjoys the conIideRCe of political authority holding forte. 

While it may DOt be practicable to have a fixed tenure for Director of 
Enfon:ement, the Committee desire that the Government must give a 
serious coasideration to tbe matter and adopt ways and means for 
eacouraging the officers holding the post to act with utmost independeDce 
and impartiality. 

1.27 The Committee are surprised to note that so far DO review or 
naluatioD of the functioning of tbe Directorate has been made by any 
-cmcY, iDtemally or externally. 

1.28 In this repnl the Committee are inclined to agree with the views 
apressed by Secretary, Revenue that unless the evaluators are privy to the 
iDformation relating to the circumstances of spec:ific cases it will be very 
difIicuIt to judge whether a particular action, such as adjudication or arrest 
was justified. The Committee also note that under the provisions of the 
FERA, the ofl"tcen of the Directorate cannot reveal such information to any 
body except wben demanded by someone authorised under law. 1ft absence 
of _y such iDformation the rationale of the evaluation itself would stand 
defeated. The Committee, however, do not accept the view that the only 
person, capable of reviewing and evaluating the functioning of Directorate 
would be the Secretary, Revenue. The Committee art" also of the rarm 
opinion that such aD evaluation is not synonymous with day-to-day direction 
and supervision of the work of the Directorate which is part of the moral 
responsibDities of Secretary. Revenue. 

The Committee, therefore, suggest that the GovernmeDt may consider the 
desirability of providing for periodic evaluation of the Directorate, say, after 
every S years. in the FERA itself. Such an evaluation will tben have the 
force of law and all the necessary but sensitive information can be revealed 
to a panel of evaluators who can be drawn from amongst the retired and 
serving officers of the Government possessing actual experience of having 
worked in various economic inteDigenee I enforcement agencies. 



CHAPTER D 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION ACf 
A. Evolution 

2.1 The system of exchange control was set up in India after the 
outbreak of war in September, 1939 for the purpose of conserving and 
directing to the best uses the limited supplies of foreign exchange. The 
control was made effective through a series of rules under the Defence of 
India Act, 1939. These' rules lapsed on 30.9.46 but were kept in force for 
further period of six months under the Emergency Provisions 
(continuance) Ordinance, 1946. In view of the disruption of internal 
economy of so many nations, the shortage of foreign exchange continued. 
It was, therefore. necessary that the system of exchange control should 
continue and therefore the enactment called Foreign Exchange Regulation 
Act, 1947 (VII of 1947) was brought in force w.e.f. 25.3.1947. 

2.21be Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947 was orginally conceived 
as a temporary measure. It was, however, placed on the Statute Book 
permanently by Act 39 of 1957 which came into force from 30.9.1957. 

2.3 Side by side with the creation of the separate organisation "iz. 
Directorate of Enforcement, it was also contemplated that the offence 
under the Act should ordinarily be dealt with departmentally and only in 
very serious cases should these be taken to Court. This idea arose out of 
the fact that prosecutions in the Courts were long drawn out and laborious 
and it was necessary to deal with offenders under the FERA expeditiously. 
The FER, Act was, therefore, amended so to give the Director of 
Enforcement powers to adjudicate cases of offenders under the Act. The 
amendments however;· provided that for offences of very grave nat~re. the 
Director of Enforcement may decide to prosecute the offenders instead of 
adjudicating and imposing penalty himself. Those am~ndments were 
carried out by Act 39 of 1957. 

2.4 The powers given to the officers of the Directorate for in\'e~tigation 
of foreign exchange WiseS proved to be inadequate and cumbersome. 
Therefore. a major amendment was effected vide Act 55 of 1964 and came 
into force from 1.4.65. The important amendments related to powers of 
search, seizure and recording of statements on summons etc. Under these 
amendments it was no long~r necessary to obtain Search Warrants from 
~fa~rjstrate~. Officers of Enforcement were aiM) empowered to search 
pe .. ~\'ns. puhlic pla,-'e~ and vessels on appropriak informations and seize 
forcil!n l'UrrCnC) and documents. Intention in the matter of oon-
rt'p.ttriaticm of export proceed~ and other~ dues from abroad 
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was no longer required to be proved. The new provisions enabled the 
Directorate to conduct investigations with greater expedition and 
efficiency. Tlte amendments incorporated in the Defence of India Rules 
regarding acquisition and possession of forign excbange were also put on a 
regular footing by incorporating these provisions in the FER Act itself. 

2.5 The new provisions also enabled delegation of powers of 
adjudication to officers below the rank of Director so that cases involving 
lesser amounts could be adjudicated at lower levels thus contributing to 
disposal of adjudication with the utmost dispatch. 

FER Act 1973 

2.6 The Government of India appointed a Study team in 1970 to study 
the question of leakage of foreign exchange through invoice m~pulation. 
This report was received in June, 1971. The 41th Report of the Law 
Commission . "on the trial and punishment of S ocial and Economic 
Offences" was also teceived in April, 1912. The advisability of restricting 
multinationals operating in the country for earning huge profits even on 
trading and professional activities were engaging the attention of the 
Government and a proper machinery to regulate tbeir activities was felt 
necessary. In the light of these Reports and studies and the further 
experience gained by the Directorate of Enforcement and RBI during the 
preceding decade it was decided to repeal the old FERA and enact a new 
and comprebensive law on foreign exbange. A Bill was brought before the 
Parliament on 18th August, 1912 and was passed as Act LVI of 1973. This 
new Act came into force from 1.1. 74. 

2.7 Under this new Act the most important change was tbat for offences 
under the Act separate prosecution was also provided for in addition to 
departmental adjudication. New provisions were incorporated for 
regulating the activities of foreign companies, and in respect of foreign 
travel and booking of passages. Penalties in departmental proceedings were 
enhanced from three times to five time the amount involved. The 
provisions relating to realisation of export proceeds were thoroughly 
revised to make them more effective and realistic. 

2.8 In a subsequent note furnished to the Committee the Department 
bas stated that the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1913, is 
administered through specific or general orders issued by the Government 
of India as well as the RBI from time to time. The desired changes in the 
Exchange Control Regulations are made through the Executive orders 
within the existing framework of the Act. The existing provision of FERA 
1973 are flexible enough to accommodate the requisite changes in the 
existing policy. 
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B. Objectives of FERA 
2.9 As enunciated in the Preamble of FERA, 1973 the objectives of 

FER Act, is to consolidate and amend the law regulating certain 
payments, de~gs in foreign exchange and securities. transactions 
indirectly affecting foreign exchange and the import and export of 
currency and bullion, for the conservation of foreign exchange resources 
of the country and the proper utilisation thereof in the interests of the 
economic development of the country. 

2.10 With regard to modificationsiamendments in the FERA, 1973, the 
Department has stated that the provisions in FERA, 1973 can be broadly 
classified into two categorie6 as under:-

(i) Substantive i.e., regulatory provisions; 
(ii) enforcement provisions i.e., provisions relating to procedure, 

evidence etc. 
2.11 The first type of provisions in the Act have been so worded that 

the degree of restriction etc. can be relaxed or strengthened by means of 
executive orders/ notificationS issued thereunder. either generally or for 
any particular foreign currencies/commodities or class(es) of any specified 
foreign currencies, commodities or even persons, in accordance with the 
policy of the Government, or the needs of trade or finance, or 
international agr:eements. 

2.12 As regards the second category of provisions with which mainly 
the Enforcement Directorate is concerned, an amendment to Sec. 33(2) 
of the Act has been suggested by the Enforcement Directorate to enable 
it to legally require person to give an authority to obtain information 
from a third party, which otherwise. the third party is not likely to 
furnish on one pretext or the other. The matter is being examined by the 
Government. 

2.13 The Department in a written note also stated that by and large 
the present provisions of the Act are considered quite adequate. 

2.14 The Department has further stated that there were suggestions to 
amend the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 to remove 
unnecessary procedural complications and to make it more reasonable 
and to plug the loopholes for evasion. The suggestions have been 
examined. However, at present, it is not considered necessary to amend 
FERA. 

C. Violation of FERA 
2.15 The Committee desired to know if the tendency amongst the 

people to keep foreign exchange outside the country has diminished to 
any extent through the efforts of Directorate of Enforcement. In reply, 
the Secretary, Department of Revenue during evidence st.ated: 

"It is difficult to make any estimate in this regard. However till such 
time the basic distortions that exists in our economy are not 
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resol\'ed and unless effective steps are taken it is difficult to achieve 
any significant success in curbing this tendency." 

2.16 The Secretary further stated:-
"It is our submis..~ion that the tendency to keep foreign exchange 
outsitre the country can be curbed only when the incentive for doing 
so is removed. The Hon. Members have raised the question of 
smuggling. During 1 Q88-89 smuggled items worth Rs. SOO crores have 
been seized. Apart from this a large number of small seizures are 
occured. But the question is in such time there is considerable 
difference between the price of gold ruling abroad and that ruling in 
the country. Its smuggling cannot be stopped altogether even though 
we may succeed for seizing some portion of it. A long term solution 
can come only if some basic changes are made in this regard." 

2.17 The Committee then asked the Secreta,)' Department of Revenue 
to spell out the basic distortions which account for FERA Violation on 
wide scale. 

2.18 In a written note submitted to the Committee after evidence the 
Department cnumerated the following factors which have appeared and 
are responsible for violation of FERA. 

:!. 1 ~ All the regulations enshrined in FERA arise from the non-
convertibility of the rupee. The reasons which justify the restrictive foreign 
exchange regulations are also the chief cause prompting the violations of 
these regulations. These reasons are the scarcity of foreign exchange 
arising out of imbalances in trade and the consequent need to impose 
severe restrictions on import~ both by way of physical restrictions and tariff 
barrier~. This automatically leads to the devclopment of an economy which 
is protected and largely insulated from international economic trends. As a 
result of this policy. many of the domestic goods do not compare either in 
quality or in cost with their counterparts in other parts of the world. 
Scarcity of quality goods in the domestic market is partly met by the 
people coming to India from abroad and partly through smuggling. 

2.20 One of the major demands for illegal foreign exchange arises from 
purposes of financing smuggling which is again a direct consequence of the 
"ide differential in prices of commodity in India and outside and the 
unsatisfied demand for various consumer articles including gold and silver 
bullion. The Department stated that while evcry effort is made to check 
smugghng and to take deterrent action against those responsible for the 
same. the economic incentivcs in cenain cases are so great that even with 
the ~ery stringent laws in operation. it i.; not entirely unprofitable to 
engage in this clandestine acthity. The weakness of the curre~' is another 
factor responsible for peoplc trying to keep their money abroad because. 
e\'en if the interest rates outside may not he better than those available in 
India. the deprCClation of the rupee itself apprcciat~ sufficiently the value 
of ths: foreign a~-sets held outside to give the FERA violator a distinct 
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economic advantage. Further, the comparatively high rates of taxation also 
encourage keeping funds abroad. 

2.21 The high Customs duties on most items encourage under-invoicing 
of imports and therefore. to meet a part of the foreign exchange cost 
outside India, there is a tendency to keep funds abroad for this purpose. In 
order to generate these funds. there is an equal incentive to under invoice 
exports which are then used for meeting part of the cost to over invoice 
imports. 

2.22 The Department stated that while every effort is made to check 
these violations and to bring the offenders to book. a very signficant 
improvement in the situation can be brought about only when the macro 
economic imbalances referred to above are corrected. Some of them may 
be unavoidable because of our peculiar nature of the economy. but some 
others may be capable of gradual rectification if the appropriate policies 
for correcting the same are pursued on a sustained basis. 

2.23 The Committee find that the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 
bas its genesis in shortage of foreign excbange faced by many countries 
iDcIuding India after the Second World War. Although conceived as a 
transitory regulation it bas now acquired a permanent place on the 'Statute 
Book' owing to continued balance of payment problems faced by the 
country. The Committee also note that the developmental compulsions of 
Indian economy have turned the availabiUty of foreign exchange into a very 
critical factor of growtb. The Committee are therefore not surprised to 
know that successive Governments have been !ttrengthening FERA witb the 
result tbat the powers now vested with Enforcement OffICers have become 
more comprehensive. Moreover a great deal of subjectivity bas been 
introduced in the exercise of such powers leading to a number of complaints 
of barassment through alleged vexatious searches. seizures and arrests. This 
obviously is not conducive to the creation of a business environment which 
could faciUtate greater investments and speedy growth. The Committee feel 
disconcerted by the fact that inspite of widening the scope of powers 
exercised by Enforcement Officers under the FERA and despite making the 
Act more ftexible to create room for policy manoeuvring, the general 
perception is tbat of widespread violations of FER A leading to substantial 
sums of foreign exchange being kept outside the count.ry. In this context. the 
Committee welcome the candour of Secretary, Revenue in admitting that 
existence of FERA notwithstanding, situation would remain unmitigated so 
long as distortions in our economy persist. The Committee are also 
informed that FERA would cease to be relevant in a situation where rupee 
could be a convertible currency. This, the Committee believe is only 
partially reasible in tbe immediate future. They ~ however. cannot overlook 
the fact that the existence of FERA in its present regour can also 
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impede the progress of economy towards the convertibility of rupee. 
Appreciating the above dilemma the Committee desire that while it may be 
prudent to retaio FERA in the near future during the period of transition it 
ought to be IIIOdified in such a manner _ will deter foreign exchange 
racketeers from resorting to malpractices. 

The Committee ... vise the Government to expeditiously amend Section 
33(2) of the Ad to facilitate greater and smooth now of iDfonbation from 
third party in situatioDs where neitfaer of the two parties involved in 
violation of FERA cooperate with the Directorate. At tbe same time the 
Committee would expect that the targets of searches, seizures and arrests 
are picked up with greatest care and only after substantial intelligence ~ 
obtained apiad such target. The Committee also recommend that the 
Government should cantinue such ecoDOJDic reforms as would make now 01 
foreign exdwnge into India a profitable proposition. 



CHAPTER m 
FUNCTIONING OF ENFORCEMENT MACHINERY 

A. Collection of Intelligence 

3.1 The Committee have been informed that the Directorate receives/ 
collects intelligence from a number of sources. The information so 
available is disseminated/collated and while working out the same, 
depending upon the circumstances of each cases, the officers of the 
Directorate may conduct searches of the suspected persons, conveyance or 
premises for the purpose of seizing incriminating material. Thereafter 
further open enquiries are made. In other cases which do not warrant 
searches, open enquiries are initiated straightway. Further, depending 
upon facts and circumstances· of the case, the officers of the Enforcement 
have powers to place the suspected person under arrest. 

3.2 Asked about the methods used for collecting, developing and then 
disseminating intelligence, the Ministry has stated that "Strictly speaking 
on account of paucity of staff this Directorate has no separate set up for 
collecting, developing and disseminating the intelligence; which is a must 
for organisation like the Enforcement Directorate. However, with the 
available staff and the skeleton intelligence set up of the Directorate has 
following sources of information:-

i) Casual informers 

ii) Recruited informers 

iii) From sources abroad 

iv) Sister organisations 

v) Information received by post, etc. 

3.3 The intelligence so collected or received is yerified .discreetl) by the 
officers by shadowing the person concerned, maintaining round the clock 
surveillance, etc. 

3.4 The information and the result of discreet enquiries is then 
considered by a senior officer, who very carefully and meticulously assesses 
the modus operandi, of the person concerned and the possibility of 
recovery of incriminating material from his possession/premises. It is on 
the basis of this assessment. that a decision is taken whether it would be 
necessary to conduct searches or some other mode of enquiry should be 
adopted. 

15 
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3.5 Enquired by the Committee what could be the methods adopted to 
make inte"gence gathering impartial and effective the Secretary during 
evidence stated: 

"As far as intelligence set up in the Directorate of Enforcement is 
concerned, there is absolutely no hesitation in accepting that today, 
it is definitely inadequate and has to be improved. The suggestion 
which was made by the Y ardi Committee that there should be a 
special Director exclusively for looking after the intelligence, I 
think, there is a lot of force in it and should be considered by the 
Government. There are some inherent limitations in collecting 
intelligence as far as Directorate of Enforcement is concerned which 
I would like to place before you. Except for small hawala 
transactions here, most of the intelligence is not available in India. 
It is available abroad for transactions which have taken place 
outside the country. As things stand today, most of the intelligence 
that we get is from disgruntled employees, partners, relatives etc. 
Who have fallen out. The competitors themselves are the source of 
intelligence . 

In fact our own effort in gathering intelligence apart from the 
information which comes is very small as compared to the intelligence we 
get from these sources. Therefore, the main thing is that some of these 
informations can be prejudiced and coloured. The main task before the 
Directorate of Enforcement therefore is to evaluate wh~ther this 
information is correct, is reliable and it requires further action or not and 
so on. We are trying to devise various measures through contacts and so 
on and we are very candid in saying that the response we get from 
foreign parties and particularly foreign banks is almost negative. But we 
are trying to involve our foreign missions. We are trying to get 
information from foreign parties also, indirectly hinting that if the 
transaction has taken place and if you do not inform, then we will 
perhaps give this information to your revenue authorities because you 
might not have disclosed it in your income tax returns etc," 

3.6 The Secretary elaborated further: 
"Intelligence gathering in this field is a little more tricky and 
complex than intelligence gathering in other areas. Tbe~efore, I do 
not think the coUection of intelligence and its evaluation and 
assessment can altogether be separated at the operational level. 
Because at the operational level, he has to judge whether it is 
reliable, information is dependable, whether it is corroborated by 
other evidence etc. However I concede the point that there must be 
a focus for gathering intelligence, on devising the methods on 
keeping contact with the kind of agencies that I suggested for 
collection of intelligence, evaluating it and also passing it to the field 
formation from time to time. So a special offic:er or a cell headed 
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by an officer in the Directorate who looks after exclusively the 
collection of intelligence perhaps is very much necessary." 

3.7 Asked as to whether there was any separate officer dealing with 
intelligence, the Secretary of the Ministry stated that there was no separate 
officer but an official was dealing with it among other things. 

3.8 In reply to a question regarding to new methods for collection of 
intelligence gathering/ collecting of evidence, the Department has stated 
that the Enforcement Directorate is in the process of evolving new 
methods of collecting intelligence in tho specified fields. At this stage the 
methods which are under consideration are:-

(a) Coordination with the Customs Department and studying the trends 
in some selected trades and/ or of some selected collUlt8dities at 
different places within the country with a view to detecting invoice 
manipulations in imports & exports. 

(b) Efforts to seek increased coordination with Income Tax Department 
with regard to the commissions, etc. due to persons in India from 
persons outside India. 

(c) Scrutiny of contracts for supplies by foreign suppliers to Gov~mmeDt 
Departments with regard to commission due/paid to agents in India. 

(d) Matching and monitoring of export documents through RBI to 
ensure (i) that proceeds of exports are promptly realised, (ii, that 
th~ defaulters are proceeded against promptly and more sternly. 

(e) Publicity in papers etc. inviting informations from public. 
(0 Systematic study of imports under O.G.L and/or Duty free imports 

of capital goods, etc. for detecting over-invoicing etc. 
(g) Studying modus operandi of the Front companies. 
3.9 With regard to the methods of collecting evidence, it may be stated 

that most of the transactions relating to foreign exchange dealings would 
have .a party outside India. Hitherto the e~phasis had been to resort to 
search actions so as to recover documents evidencing the nature of the 
deals with the foreign parties. However, this approach has not yielded the 
desired resuhs in tellllS of clinching evidence as such evidence is frequently 
available abroa11 and not easily obtainable. 

3.10 In this regard the Directorate proposes:-
(a) To approach the parties outside and/or the Governmental 

authorities there for collection of such evidence. 
(b) Addressing letters to Govetnmental authorities outside India 

telling them about the suspected clandestine deals and the 
. offences etc. committed against their laws. 

(c) In the case of non-repatriation of export proceeds, addressing 
letters to foreign buyers (In some case where such ktters were 
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addre~d the Directorate has been successful in obtaining 
evidence against the Indian exporters). 

(d) In the case of compensatory payments, if the persons remitting 
the funds from outside are Non-Resident Indians, to summon 
them to India to face the enquiry. 

3.11 With regard to coordination with other agencies, the Department 
has stated that the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence is principally a 
store-house of intelligence relating, mainly, to the Customs. The foreign 
exchange transaction has a very close link with the violation of the 
Customs Act, particularly in relation to merchantile imports & exports as 
also the imports under baggage rules. This is also relevant in the case of 
invoice-manipulation in the international trade. By coordinating its 
activities with the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, the Enforcement 
Directorate is able to proceed against the violator under FERA. 

3.12 The Enforcement Directorate also maintains coordination with 
Department of Income-Tax particularly in the matter of commission 
earned by person-io India-from persons outside India. 

3.13 It may be mentioned that as per the instructions of the Ministry of 
Finance, Coordination Committees have been set up in different stations, 
which are known as Zonal Coordination Committees. These committees 
meet periodically for the purpose of exchanging information between 
themselves. 

Central Economic Intelligence Bureau 
3.14 Dwelling on the larger aspects of intelligence the Committee also 

examined the question of economic inte·lligence. The Ministry in a separate 
note has stated that the Central Economic Intelligence Bureau was set up 
for coordinating and strengthening the intelligence .gathering activities, the 
investigative. efforts and enforcement action by various agencies 
concerned with investigation into economic offences and enforcement of 
economic laws. The Bureau was to be responsible for maintaining liaison 
with the concerned Departments and Directorate both at the Central and 
State Government level and in additi.on was to be responsible for the 
overall direction and control of the investigative agencies within the 
Department of Revenue itself. Since economic offences detected by one 
Enforcement Agency have invariably close link with offences under various 
fiscal laws, the Government had on 17th August, 1990 constituted Ul 
Economic Intelligence Council to facilitate greater coordination among the 
enforcement agencies dealing with economic offences . 

.3.15 The Committee desired to know what had been done to make 
Bureau of Economic Intelligence more effective. In this context, the 
Secretary of the Ministry during evidence stated: 

~y au will be happy to learn what you have in mind about more active 
role of Central Economic Intelligence Bureau tbat already it bas been 
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functioning for the last few months. We have not only upgraded 
the status of the post to the Special Secretary but we have given it 
very precise functions of coordinating, gathering and evaluation of 
intelligence, studying modlJS operandi of various economic 
offences. Advising the Government from time to, time about 
loopholes in the system which are being abused by these violators 
and so on. He will not only act as a 'brain trust. but also as a 
catalyst and the active coordinator of aU enforcement· agencies. 
This is the kind of role that we have given to him and his status 
has also been upgraded. Apart from that, we have constituted" 
permanent Economic Intelligence Council of Bureau as its head 
which has its members from Income Tax, Enforcement, Narcotics, 
Customs, Excise and also from CBI. We have also stated that 
wherever necessary, they can also request the persons of some 
other intelligence agencies so that if there is any information or if 
their services can be utilised for gathering any information about 
any major economic offence, that can also be done. So, by means 
of this, the economic offenders can be biaought to book in a more 
effective manner." 

3.16 In a subsequent note .furnished by the Department to the 
Committee on su~estions to improve the system of (collector) collection 
collation and interpretation of economic intelligence, the Ministry has 
stated that the Directorate of Enforcement has been mainly relying on 
information from. casual informers. 

3.17 Commenting upon the usefulness of intelligence provided by such 
sources the Department stated that this kind of information can be very 
useful but in order to encourage more such informers two actions are 
nesessary: Firstly ~ the people get the feeling that definite action will be 
taken on such informations, more and more informers will come 
forward .. Secondly, though a large number of people know the general 
provisions of FERA, many people do not know the exact violation and 
if the department starts a compaign to educate the public about the 
kind of information that the department is looking for it may result in 
better and more information about FERA violation. 

3.18 The Department stated further that under the present provisions 
an informer who is also a partner in the offence can be given amnesty 
for helping the investigation and that this provision has not been 
properly used so far. The Department intends to use the provisions of 
amnesty more frequently to bring the violators to book. 

3.19 Going dlrough the information with other Government Agencies 
to book the FERA violators is another method of collecting 
information. The following new areas of intelligence collection have 
beeD started by the DepartmeDt of Enforcemenl: 

(1) Probe into under-invoicing.. of exports. 
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(2) Probe into oogus imports-we should examine all cases of O.G.t 
imports where there is no duty payable. 

I 

(3) Probe into all Indian Companies! Joint ventures abroad, which 
show losses, or nominal profits. 

( 4) Probe into all FERA Companies in India which show losses or 
nominal profits. 

(5) Collection of information about recketeers abroad from Indian 
residing abroad. 

(6) Guarantee amO\lDt to be incorporated in contracts for purchase of 
imported equipment, for· providing information to the 
Enforcement agencies in India. 

(7) Authority letter to be obtained from suspected bank account 
holders. 

3.20 The Department has also stated that the issue which is of 
importance in the matter for collection, collation and interpretation of 
economic intelligence is the other ~encies which are intimately connected 
with the use of foreign exchange-Under-invoicing of export is a matter 
which has to be primarily looked into by the Customs Department. But the 
Customs Department considers itseH as revenue earning department and 
therefore, does not apply its energies on finding out under-invoicing of 
exports which is mainly a FERA contraventi<m. The Department cannot 
imagine the Customs Department giving due importance to this work even 
though the Government may emphasise the seriousness of this activity. 
The Directorate of Enforcement therefore, wiD have to use its "Own 
resources for finding out such violations. 

3.21 Simil~r is the case with fictitious imports of duty free items. Where 
there is no duty the Customs Department does not probe into the 
possibility of over-invoicing or the transaction being totally fictitious. The 
Directorate of Enforcement will have to examine such cases and come out 
with information which may lead to prosecution. 

3.22 Though the RBI is the custodian of foreign exchange the experience 
has been very disappointing in the matter of monitoring export proceeds 
by the RBI.- The Departm~nt stated that they were getting information on 
cases of exports which took place three or four years back but the 
repartiation had not taken place and the party has not applied for 
extension of time from the RBI. There is urgent need for strengthening the 
reporting system in the RBI. 

3.23 The Department has come across cases of impons of capital goods 
machinery for· actual users where ~ is no duty or norDinai duty which 
are over-invoiced. Though this matter faDe iD the realm of the Customs 
Department it has to be IIlODitored by the Directorate of Enforcement. 
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3.24 The Department further informed the Committee that there were a 
number of cases where export commitment was being taken from 
importers of raw materials and the parties are said to have not fulfilled the 
commitments and sold the raw materials in the market which means 
smuggling of those items to the country where foreign exchange has been 
spent through official channels. In this connection Department has stressed 
the point that the Chief Controller, Imports & Exports will have to tighten 
the procedures to avoid such misuse. 

3.25 The Commerce Ministry and the Industries Ministry also sanction 
joint ventures abroad. The COplmittee were informed by the Department 
that there are cases where the joint ventures abroad show losses by 
manipulating account while actually they siphon off the foreign exchange. 
Here also the Directorate of Enforcement with its expertise on detecting 
such cases will have to go through the papers periodically submitted to the 
Commerce Ministry and the RBI. 

3.26 The Committee have been informed that intelligence is collected by 
the Directorate of Enforcement from ca..q,al and regular informers, sister 
organisations and foreign sources. They are surprised to note that the 
Directorate has no structure(i and separate set up for collecting, analysmg 
and disseminating intelligence. This ... been attributed to paucity of statT. 
1be Committee are also unhappy to find that there is not even a separate 
officer in the Directorate to deal with intelligence exclusively. The only 
ofIiciaI dealing with such matters is doing so in addition to other 
responsibilities. Even the Secretary 01 the Ministry during ,vidence 
conceded that intelligence set up in the Directorate is "dermitely inadequate 
and deserves to be improved." The COIIUDittee are d~mayed to note that 
even after a lapse of more than 20 years the Gevemment has failed in 
equipping the Directorate wtih a separate Intelligence ceO under a senior 
oIIicer for an important function 011 which depends the effectiveness of the 
entire Enforcement machinery. 

The Committee also wish to lay stress upon the need to have an 
arrangement whereby the intelligence is received, sifted, evaluated and 
assessed by oIIicers who are not directly concerned with the operative part 
of enforcement activity. The Committee believe that this will impart greater 
objectivity to the functioning 01 the Directorate as a whole, as also minimise 
tile possibility of enforcement OfrICel'S frittering away their energy in 
following up cases which are either DOt genuine or where poor "intelligence 
lorecloses c:Iumces of success. 

3.27 The Committee, therefore, are indined to agree with the views 
npressed by Secretary, Revenue during evidence that the collection of 
iDt.eIJiaence as well • its evaluation and assessment are almost inseparable 
at the operational level. In this repnI they wish to point out that as far 
back in 1979 the Yardi Committee had recommended the setting up of a 
...... te wing at tbe apex and z.aI level of the Directorate of Enforcement 
lor collection and dissemination of iatelJi&eace. The same Committee has 
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also recommended that the Directorate of Intelligence should be entrusted to 
a special Director with fuD accountability to the Directorate of Enforcement. 

The Committee, therefore, hope that the Government wiD take 
expeditious and effective steps to revamp the intelligence set up In the 
Directorate of Enforcement and, for this purpose, appoint a special otIicer 
of sufficient seniority who can exdusively look after the intelHgence work. A 
cell with appropriate staff streagth should also be established to assist ... 
in this regard. 

3.28 The Committee also desire that the Department of Rev_e shoald 
take- suitable measures in improving special investigatioa manuals containing 
material on techniques of evasion of tax, smuggling and foreign exchange 
violations. These manuals should be supplied to Investigating Officers as 
already recommended by the Yardi Committee in 1979. 

3.29 The Committee are also informed that there exist certain areas of 
intelligence which faU under the purview of other agencies involved in 
collection and processing of economic intelligence but are being neglected at 
present by such agancies. 

The Committee hope tbat adequate steps would now be taken to bring 
such matters also within the purview of a strengthened intelligence 
apparatus within the Directorate of Enforcement without duplicating the 
work of other intelligence agencies. The Committee expect that appropriate 
additional staff will be authorised to the Directorate for thiS purpose. 

3.30 The Committee also note that a Central Economic Intelligence 
Bureau has t.en set-up for coordinating the investigative efforts and 
enforcement actions by various agencies connected with investigations into 
economic offences and enforcemeat of economk laws. The Bureau is 
expected to maintain Iiaisoa with the concerned Departments and 
Directorates both at the Central as well as State level. 

The Committee desire suitable meesu.-es be taken to ensure that this 
Bureau is aUowed to ~ effectively without overlapping the functions 
of proper intelligence cell in the Directorate of Enforcement. 

3.31 The COIIIIDittee are happy to DOle that the Directorate is in the 
process of evolving new methods of collecting intelligence in specified fields. 

They hope that these aew methods will ~ expeditiously evolved and 
utilised for collecting infOld''''' .... intelligence. The Committee would 
like to be kept informed ~ tile pr1IIftSS achieved in this regard. 

3.32 It has been brought to the uotice of the Committee that though RBI 
is the custodian of forelp ndMa ... , tbeir experience had been very 
disappoiutiag in the matter of ......... 01 export proceeds in the matter 
... there was an ...... t need fer ~ the reporting system in the 
RBI. The Committee urge... Govenunent to take D«e"ary COIl dve 
measures in the matter urgently. 
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B. Raids, Searches and Seizures 
3.33 In a note furnished to the Committee the Department has stated 

that under section 37 of the FER Act, an officer of Enforcement not below 
the rank of an Assistant Director is empowered to authorise search of a 
premises, if he has reason to believe that documents, which in his opinion 
will be useful for or relevant to any investigation or procee<lings under the 
Act are secreted in any sueh place. 

3.34 The Officer of Enforcement issuing an authorisation for search, 
therefore, evaluat~s the material in the form of intelligence collected I 
obtained from Source I informent I RBI! Banks I Custoins etc. to form a 
reasonable belief 'in an objective manner considering gravity of offence. 

3.35 The officer issuing authorisatioIfi.e. 'Search Warrant' under Section 
37 of the EERA then records in the file why he considers action under 
Section 37 necessary on the basis of material seen I examined by hia and 
thereafter issues Search Warrant. In some cases information I intelligence 
obtained may be such that action under Section 37 may be taken at specific 
time or on any specific happeRiogs. 

3.36 The second part of 'Raid or Search i.e. the actual search and 
seizure of useful or relevent documents I foreign exchange I currency etc. is 
regulated under sub-section (2) of Secti9n 37 of the Act which lays down 
that provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure relating to search are to 
be followed. 

3.37 The corresponding year-wise number df search conducted during, 
the preciding years are as given below:-

1987 1988 1989 
(i) No. of searches 2959 ~ 3071 3273 

conducted. 

(0) Seizure of foreign exchange 138.42 108.98 517.54 
(Eqvlt. to Rs. in Iakhs) 

(iii) Seizure of Indian currency 410.11 463.37 801.68 
(Rs. in laths) 

3.38 The Committee were informed that the statistics of searches include 
the personal searches, SGarches of residential and business premises and 
searches of vehicles. 

3.39 Asked during evidence why despite raids and searches the 
Enforcement Officers are not able to obtain ~ desired result, the 
Secretary, Department of Revenue stated: 

"Sometimes it does happen. After all, we are playing with the 
reputation of the people who have some standing in the society. 
Therefore, we cannot just go and conduct a search on some 
suspicioQ. When we are looking for a certain document, we have to 
corroborate it with some thing. There also we meet with partial 
success. About one-third of the search has not yielded the 
desired results. In some cases, we have got the desired results. 
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We should go in for a search wheJe we receive very hard intelligence 
which appears reliable. Where we recovered documents the problem 
of the authenticity came. SuRJX)Se we say, 'SUch aad such document is 
not genuine. Then we need the cooperation of that organisation from 
where it came. So, that takes enormous efforts. And then most of the 
time the effort was not successful. 

3.40 Regarding the difficulties that have been encountered in conducting 
these raids, the Ministry has stated that the officers conducting raids face 
following difficulties:-

(i) The Enforoement Officers going for raids do not have any arms or 
protection and hence if there is any resistance from the party the 
officers have to use their tact or face hostile situation. 

(ii) Wben the premises tc be searched are found c10led the same could 
be searched in the presence' of witnesses by breaking open the 
premises. However, after the search, a guard is to be kept till the 
party comes to take possession. This creates difficulties due to paucity 
of staff. 

3.41 Asked about the remedy / alternative available with the officers 
conducting raids, in the absence of arms/police protection, the 
Department has stated that in the absence of a supportive arrangement or 
infrastructure, supply of ~, their up-keep, custody etc., are likely to 
create problems for the Department as also for the officers. The present 
practice of taking police protection, whenever necessary, seems to be 
working well and may continue. 

Objectivity 

3.42 About the basis on which searches have been conducted in the past 
the Department has stated that the various provision relating to searches 
empower the officer of Enforcement to conduct searches only if the officer 
bas reason to believe that any docwnents etc. are secreted about any 
person or in any vehicle or premises and that the said document etc. would 
be relevant to any investigations etc~ under the Act. In tile case of 
premises, power to search is vested only in officers of and above the rank 
of an Assistant Director of Enforcement (i.e. grade • A' I Class-I officers 
only). The' reasonable belief is to be formed on the subjective satisfAction 
of the concerned officer in the field. 

3.43 Asked to indicate the policy followed in dUs regard by Directorate 
of Enforcement, the Department in a written ooto bas stated that lepl 
position stated alone bas always provided the basis for the practice hitherto 
fo8Qwed. The praeut policy is to be more objective in the matter of 
searches etc. It is proposed to raort to IC8da actioas after carefully and 
discreetly finding oat the reputation of the party and then C'OIDe to a 
CODduIion • objectively • poaible in the drcumatances of the cue. Not 
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only that, it is proposed that the raidin& party should be thoroughly briefed 
•. to ~e s~ transactions ancf the "Jjature of ooaune..ts wbicb are 
pnmarily to be searched for and seized. The raiding party would as far 81 
possible confine their search only for such wanted documeDts.' 
V exatiolU Searches 

3.44 When asked how tatget for searches are identified and how 
vexatious and motivated seqches are eliminated, the Secreflry 
Depanment ""of" ReYenue replied:-

"I thinkthe"iirst corrective action in this regard is to have no targets 
for searches as such, on the basis of which the performance of an 
officer is judged. The targest ace only figurative. They are told that 
they must carry out say 500 searches, otherwise they are punished by 
adverse entries in the confidential reports. 

Secondly what we have to Make clear to the Enforcement Officers 
is that a search has to be conducted o~y when there is some evidence 
obtained from reliable sources and it has been verified. In fact, we 
have gone to the extent of saying that in ~rtain cases the search 
should be conducted only after showi1}g the evidence about it to the 
Director. " 

3.45 In this regard the Secretary, Department of Revenue stated during 
evidedf;:e: -

"One cannot rule out the possib~ty of searches being conducted---
they have been conducted with ulterior motives or mala fide 
intentions. The only way to minimise them is to very closely monitor 
the searches that are being made and for senior officers to gO" into the 
grounds or the intelligence that was available arid which was the 
subject matter of the searches in question; whether a reasonable 
officer could infer from that evidence that there was primll facie 
evidence of violation and that bad warranted a search. Now, 
monitoring only can bring such malp~actices to light and" the guilty 
can perhaps be taken to task." 

3.46 Asked how it was ensured that .. the Director3te does not invite 
allegations implying lack of objectivity or partisan or politically biased 
treatment of cases, the Department in a wnben not clarified :-

"Regarding misuse of powers it has been stated- that "-mfficient 
safeguards against, misuse of powers are provided in the Act itself. In 
the matter of searches, a report is sent to ·the Director of 
Enforcement immediately after the surches. By administrative 
instructions, it is also provided that a report regardina the arrest of 
persons -&bould also be sent promptly to the Director of Enforcement. 
This is to Cbsure inter ali4 any misuse of the powers vested in the 
officers posted in 1k field." 



3.47 Asked what inttitutional reform can be undertaken to minimise 
the recurrence of vexatious searches in \his regard the Secretary Deptt. of 
Revenue stated during evidence :-

"It is not an easy question to answer. I would only say, with my 
experience, - that in most cases such actions. vexatious kind of 
actIons; by enforcement agencies are rarely taken by the initiative 
of the junior officerS· tJ1ems,:lves. Becalse, if something has gone 
wrong then there is always a fear of getting caught at some stage or 
the other, inviting action. In fact, what you have perhaps in mind 
are the kind of things which are done not by the subordinate staff 
but at the bidding of some verbal or informal instructions from 
above. In fact, these things can be stopped, as I said, only if senior 
people and the people above exercise some restraint." 

3.4i The witness added :-
"I do -not know whether I will be able to improve further over on 
what I have already said. My experience for the last 32 years 
indicate that unless you are able to have officers who can say 'No' 
to certain things this is not possible unless others are able to say 
that. If you want me ttl do certain wrons things, 1 will e.ven lose my 
job ratner lDan dOlle· it." 

C. ArresLt 
3.49 Asked when the arrests are warranted in case of violation of 

FERA, the Department has stated that a person can be arrested under 
Sec. 35 of FERA, 1973, by only a . gazetted officer of Enforcement and 
that too when the officer has reason to believe that the person has been 
guilty of an offen~ punishable under the Act. However, with a view of 
avoiding any misuse of the power by the officers, admini!W'ative 
instructions have _also been issued, according to which arrests are to be 
made in the following situations :-

(i) When huge amounts are involved and the parties are known ~ be 
racketeers. 

(ii) When the case is such that the person is to be prosecuted. 
(iii) When the person is likely to flee or abscond. 
(iv) When the person is likely to tamper with evidence or influence 

witnesses. 
Remedies for the citizen 

3.50 With regard to the complaints about functioning of the 
Department in regard to raids, it bas been sqted that there are not many 
complaints. Occasionally complaints are received but they are not of 
serious nature. 

3.51 In reply to another question whether any instances· of vexatious 
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searches have come to the light of Deptt., the Secretary of Deptt. of 
Revenue replied in negative. 

3 52 With regard to safeguard against vexatious searches, the witness of 
the Deptt. of Revenue stated:-

"The law already provides a safeguard to some extent. Section 58 makes 
provisions for it, that vexatious searches are punishable. But nobody 
can file a case." 

3.53 In reply to a question, the Department in a subsequent note has 
~tated that:-

"It is true that private persons have not been successfully prosecuting 
officers for vexatious searches. However, from the records of the 
Department we find that· there is no case in which private citizens 
have been granted permission for prosecuting an officer of the 
Department. It is clear that legal provisions do not help in completely 
pre~enting vexatious searches mainly because affected private citizens 
are afraid of annoying the Department or the political bosses who 
might have ordered such vexatious searclaes. How such misuse of 
powers can be prevented depends mostly on the quality of officers 
and the value system in the society." 

3.54 The COIDIIIittee IIDd that in recent years wbile the nUlllher' or 
Ieardaes conducted have ~ a marginal iDcrease, the amount or 
loreip and Indian curreacy seized during such Ieardaes bas grown 
manifold. This indeed is indicative 01- greater accuracy in planning and 
carrying out Ieardaes. Not with standing this encouragiiIg trend the 
Committee are surprised to note that about one third 01 Ieardaes did not 
yield any result, obviously, for want of hard inteUigence. In this context the 
ColDIIIittee also note that EDrorcement 0fIicers concluding Ieardaes 
IOIDetimes face difIkuIty in carrying out their duties In abseace 01 adequate 
protection wbeB the parties searched turn bostiIe. The Department however, 
does not CODSider arming 01 the Enforcement 0fIicers a practicable 
proposition and CODSider the present practice of. taking police protection to 
be appropriate. It .... also been pointed out that wbiIe conducting Ieardaes 
01 the premises in the .... nce 01 the OWDeI', ~t stair is not, available 
to pard such premiMs after the search Is completed and tiD the arrival of 
the party. 

TIle CommIttee while espressiDg satilfadien at improving searches, _RIft ratio would espect tile Govenunent to take adeq .... steps to furtber 
IIIaprove this ratio. For lids they deIIre that not ooIy the iDteIIJaeace be 
......... but also wllldeat staff and police protection be provided to 
aeardl parties. 

3.55 The COBUDittee are CGIICB'IIed to note tile lack fII objectivity ill, 
....... the seardIes. TIley laave beeD iafo; aul dIat the relllNNlble belief 
fII·the eafOlftlDellt oIIk:a s is iDftl'iably the .... for searches ad tbat 



soda beUeI is '01 wed OD the subjective satisIactioa 01 the oIIIcer c:oacenaed. 
WhIle the Committee note that it is the polley of the GoYernment to briDa 
more objectivity in such matters they 8ft aevertllekss disturbed to IIDd that 
vexatious searches have been coaduded on several ocx ...... They fIDd it 
even IIIOI'e disturbiJtc dlat the Deparbaeat is _hie to vouch ap.pst soda 
malaflcle actions in future. The pndice 01 fbinc targets f. such searches 
• a IIIe8SUI'e 01 perfOl'JDllnre by tile Eaforcemmt 0IIk:ea s .. been cited • 
one of the factors respoasibIe far this situatioo. 

The COIDIIIiftee cannot but take a serious view in the matter and urge the 
Goven....., to jn" ... dWely review the pndice 01 fldng targets for 
aeardIeL They also feel that ill C88e SDCh targets are administratively 
_voidable due care shoaId be tak .. &0 IiI them at a realistic level so that 
oIIkers of EnfOl'CelDeDt Directorate in their mtbusiasm to achieve targets do 
BOt Iaanss tile dtizeIl. They would also expect the GoVel'lUlleDt to eDSUI"e 
daat suda searches are takea up ooIy after thorouP evaluation 01 the 
yendty of iatelligence avdable. Further, ooce the search is takm up this 
IboaId be subject to dose IIIOIIitoriag by senior oIIieen in order &0 briDg to 
Iicht maIpndice, if oy and to puaisb the guilty oIIieen. 

3.56 The Committee are alDl!HCi to fiad that despite the fact of vexatious 
searches being an open secret, the Depw«aaeat have DOt come across any 
spec" jnstanc=es of this nature. The Committee have beea informed that 
whatever few complaints have been received in this regard have ROt been of 
serious nature. It ~, therefore, obvious that the affected parties are afraid 
01 further harassment and do not venture to make any complaints. 'I'hese 
revelatioos are also an index of fah oess vitia which the Enforcement 
Directorate bas IuoctieBed bithertofor. The Committee, tJ.erefore, find it 
least surprising tbat atreded parties have DOt been saatsslally prosecutiDc 
the Enfon:ement 0ftIcen for vexatious searches, evm thouab the law 
provides some safepards to ,them. The Committee are distressed to ftnd 
that the Department could ... cite evm a single case where pel'lDiuioa bad 
been granted to the affected parties for prosecuting an oIIker of tbe 
Directorate for carryiIIg vaatious searcbes. The Committee regret to DOte, 
that such searches an oftaI carried oat at die ipstaace of higher authorities 
.. the Directorate I Ministry ... result 01 wbidl an ordiDary citizen does DOt 
nell dare to rom.,...... It II ..., apparent that IepI proviIioas do not 10 far 
Ia bel,.. the C'itbeM. 

The CommIttee wblle eqwURng their deep COIICeI'1l at IIICb Itate of 
..... woald ..... the Goy.........u DOt ooIy to "olve IUCh • IepI ..... 
...... inistratlVe .,.... • would III8ke it diIIIcuIt for aayOile to ca.- 01' 
aIn'J oat Rat cbes wItb ......... motives but would ... aped Goverameat 
to al!lf'Pd the law .. IIIdl • ,"rei' • 1' ..... live the tit ... adequate IepI 
protediMI aplpst IIICh hams.eat. 
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D. Adjudication Process 

3.57 Asked to furnish the aiteria adopted for adjudication and the 
DOrms that are followed, the Department in its reply has stated tlret 
adjudication proceedings are carried out under the procedure that has 
been laid down in the Adjudication and Appeal Rules, 1974, framed by 
the Government in pursuance of Sec. 79 of the FERA Act. 

3.58 Adjudication proceedings are initiatett in all the cases, where after 
invatigations, prima-facie contravention of any of the provisions of the 
Act are noticed. 

3.59 The powers of the adjudication being quasi-judicial iJl nature, the 
matter is left to the adjudicating Officers to record their findings and I or 
.to dedcide the quantum of penalty to ~ imposed. The orders. thus passed 
by various adjudicating officers are regularly reviewed and in appropriate 
cases the FERA Appellate Board i5 moved for suo-moto review as 
provided u/5 52(4) of the Act. 

3.60 Asked to state the aven~ge tim.e taken for the settlement I disposal 
of cases by Enforcement Directorate the Department has stated that on 
the basis of the material available in the Hqn. Office in respect of cases 
adjudicated by the Officers posted therein the average time for the 
disposal of cases (from the date of issue of show cause notice to date of 
its adjudication) works out to 14 months approximately. 

3.61 With regard to expeditious and effective investigations and 
adjudication of cases, the Department has stated that some norms will 
have to be fixed in respect of the maximum period within which the 
ma~r ~ to be finalised. For ~, norms will also have to be fixed with 
regard to the maximum number of cases which an officer should have 
pendinl disposal before him at a particular point of time. At present, 
some cases (other than prosecution cases) initiated more than a decade 
ago are still pending before one or tile other officer or at one or the 
other stage. . 

3.62 The Department was asked to furnish a note incorporating therein 
the suggestions for improving the adjudiCation process. In the note 
furnished by the Department following suggestions have been made:-

"It is felt that if the Show Cause Notice is carefully prepared 
adjudication can be finalised without dela)l. The investigating 
officers in the normal course prepare the Show Cause Notice in a 
very general. frame-work, so that they do not have to look into the 

. details of the evidence an~ the specific nature. of the charges. 
Presently, the Directorate IS giving a lot of emphasis on the 
preparation of 8J*mc charges in the Show Cause Notice. 1bt 
Show Cause Notice, should also show the exact evidence that will 
be produced in support of the charges. There will be no occasioll 
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for the party to ask for documents because aU the relevant 
documents will be enclosed with the Show Cause Notice itself." 

3.63 As of now there is a repetition of the issue of Show Cause Notice, 
first time to decide whether adjudication should be held and second time 
to decide whether penalty should be imposed. In order to cut delays the 
first Show Cause Notice can be dispensed with. This will not lead to any 
miscarriage of justice because the person gets an opportunity to present his 
case in the adjudication proceedings. It is worth mentioning that there is 
no such provisiOD of Show Cause Notice being issued twice in the 
adjudication proceedings in the Customs Act nor such proceedings are 
foUowed in Income-tax Act. 

3.64 Explaining the charges to the party also can be done away because 
there is no single case in which the party does not know the charges 
framed against him. 

3.65 According to the present system there is DO limit for starting 
adjudication proceedings from the date of starting the investigation or from 
the date of commission of the offence. This leads to a psychological feeling 
among the officers that they are not pressed for deciding the cases 
expeditiously. A lot of delays will be reduced if a limitation is fixed on the 
completion of the adjudication from the date of starting the adjudication, 
between the commission of offence and the issue of the Show Cause 
Notice, the commencement of the investigations and the issue of Show 
Cause Notice, and the issue of Show Cause Notice and the completion of 
the adjudication. The suggestion will be taken up for detailed examination 
and after discussing with officers about difficulties a final proposal will be 
submitted to the Govt. 

3.66 A lot of delay in the adjudication pr~np takes place because 
of the difficulty in serving the Show Cause Notice on the party. The 
present rules allow service by (a) delivering it to the person or his 
authorised asent (b) sending it to him by Registered Past with 
acknowledgement (<:) affixing on the outer door of the premises in which 
the person resides. 

3.67 It is sugested that two modes of service may be included which can 
expedite the adjudication process (d) publishing it in the Notice.-B.oard of 
the Directorate of Enforcement tel publishi", it in two local n,wwapers. 

3.68 According to the present rules the Adjudicating Officer 11a, to issue 
the Show Callie to the party. This provision causes ~lay !f the party 
!aides in Bombay and the adjudication is done by Special Director 
stationed at Delhi. A system can be introduced in which the Deputy 
Director, Bomaby or the Assistant Director, Bombay can issue the Show 
Cause Notice to the party in Bombay with iDstrudioa. to:' appear before 
the Special Dir~r in Delhi who wiD· adjudicate the CUe. This method 
wiD cut down some of .the delay.· t·· 

3.fIJ The Secretary, Depu. of Revenue stated." during evidence that 
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keeping in view the number of existing officers and cases in their hand, 
and the heavy workload with them the officers are not able'to dispose of 
the cases which they are supposed to dispose of. Even then the Committee 
were assured of putting additional staff on the job so as to make the 
adjudication process time-bound. 

E. Appeals before FERA Board 
3.70 The Committee have been informed that Foreign Exchange 

Regulations Appellate Board has been constituted for the purpoSes of 
hearing appeals against the orders of the Adjudicating Officers. The first 
appeal against any adjudication order lies with this Board'. 

3.71 The Ministry has furnished the following statistics of Appeals which 
have been pending before FERA Board during the last three years:-

Year Opeaiaa Rcgls~red Total of Decided Pending at the 
Bala ...... duriDa the (2) & (3) duriD& the close of the year 

Year year 

1987 1213 446 1659 575 35% 1084 65% 
1988 1«* 599 1683 51:1 31% 1156 ~o 

1989 1156 510 1726 458 1:1% 1268 73% 
(as on 31.12.1989) 

3.72 The Committee were informed that the- oldest appeals pending 
disposal, before the FERA Appellate Board pertain to the year 1977. 

3.73 Reprding the steps taken for expeditious disposal of large. number 
of pending appeals it has been stated that these appeals are pending on 
account -of certain court proceedings and that the Board was making efforts 
to dispose of older appeals on priority basis. 

3.74 The Department attributed the marginal increase in the filing of 
appeals to the increase in the number of cases adjudicated during the year 
1988. 

3.75 As pI'OYided UDder FEItA the Enforament 0IIic:en oerdse powers 
fIl MJ ........ repnI to cases of FERA vioIatioas. These powers 3ft 
aeI'dIed .. a. d ;judicial ""'Doer and orders pIt=ed thereafter are also 
abject to l'ninr byFERA AppeCate Board. The Committee were informed 
that 011 _ aft5. the MJudication 01. cases takes about 14 IDOIItbs. The 
ConuniHee are ~ to observe that between 1987 ud 1989 a high 
propoI"tbI fIl tile CMI!8 reptered, approximating to almost 73% have been 
laylDa ........ 'I1IeJ are shocked to find that, some cases wIIida are more 
tIaan tell ,... old are stili pending at various stages of adjudicatioa. The 
Com-ftter 118ft ... beea Informed that the Departmeat is coasicIeriDg 
vartc. - ...... to eIpedite aclJudic:ation cases. In tbB coatext they are 
aIIo COIIIbehed to DOte that even after a lapse of 18 years DO DOI1D5 have 
beea Ibed ill reprd to maximum period within which a case has to be 
fInaUwd. TIle CaImnittee believe that it is esseatial ill this repnI to arrive 
.. a ........... iD repnI to the Dumber of cases an' oIIIcer can dispose 
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of within a given period. Tbe Committee also fmd that no time limit Juts 
been fixed for registration of the cases. The Committee are of the flnD view 
that adjudkatioo process should be time bound. 

They, tbenfore, urge that reasonable time-limits may be fixed .itbout 
fu.rtber delay. They also hope that suggestions spelt out by the Department 
for ~ucin& delays will be implemented forthwith. Similarly time limit may 
be fbed for registration of cases. 

3.76 The Committee will like to advise the Diredorate not to ol'erburden 
its oIIicers with large number of cases as such a practice can only resuh in 
delays in adjudication and non-observance of whatever norms may be 
adopted for assessing their performance. They, therefore. urge the 
Govel"BJllellt to look into this aspect with due seriousness. They also desire 
to be informed about the steps taken in this regard. 

3.77 The Committee have been informed that one of the main reasons for 
delay is that Show Cause Notice are being prepared on an oftband manner 
without incorporating specific charges and without looking into the details 
~ evidence. This not only delays adjudication proceedings but also results in 
barassmmt to the concerned parties as tbey have to ask for this information 
apln ud 1Ipin. 

The Committee desire that specific and detailed guidelines may be issued 
to the coacet"Md oIIicers in this regard and action taken in case these are 
not followed. 

3.71 The CmnmiUee also regret to find that as on 31st December, 1989, 
1268 appeals were pmding befon the FERA Board and that some of these 
appeals pabda to the year 1977. They are further dismayed to note that the 
perceataae of disposal 01 the appeals during 1987, 1988 and 1989 has been 
as low as 35%, 31 % aDd 27°k respedJvely. The Committee are, therefore, 
coastraIDed to coadude that the .bow shortage of otfkers indicates a casual 
apprOIIdI 01 1M GoYerDJDeIlt ill clearing the bacldog. 

The Co tMee woaId like tile MiDistry to take immediate steps so that 
the bKkkll f1l .... k am be cleared expeditiously. 

F. Prosecution Cases 

3.79 Section 56 of the FERA Act provides that if any person 
contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or any rule, direction or any 
order made thereunder, he shall upon conviction by a Court, be 
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may be for a period from 
six months to 7 years. 

3.80 Section 57 of thf' said Act states if any person fails to pay the 
penalty imposed by the adjudicating officer or the Appellate Board or the 
High Court or fails to comply with any of his or its directions or orders, he 
sbalI, upon conviction by a court, be punishable with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to two years or with fine or with both. 
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3.81 The Department has furnished to the Committee the following 
statistics in- regard to prosecution cases filed during the last three years ilDd 
the results thereof:-

1987 1988 1989 

Vis. Vis, Vis. VIs. U/s. U/s. 
56 57 56 57 56 51 

No. of 
prosecutions 
launched during 106 41 124 197 234 
the Jear 

Out of above No. 
of cases so far 
decided: 
(a) Convicted 23 21 40 71 44 39 
(b) Acquittedl 29 14 31 33 
withdrawn etc. 

Balance 54 20 70 95 190 137 

3.82 With regard to the average period for disposal of prosecution cases, 
it has been stated that the average period for disposal of prosecutioo cases 
during 1987, 1988 and 1989 roughly works out as under: 

Bombay 
Madras 
Calcutta 
Delhi 
Jalandhar 

Court Cases 

U/s. 57 U/s. 56 

Non-payment of penalty Other than ooo-paymeat of 

6Yz months 
6 months 
14.5 months 
2&.3 months 
12 months 

penalty 

18 months 
24-36 monb 
59.1 IIIOIItbs 
33.3 monb 
36 to 48 monb 

3.83 Under Sec. 54 of FERA the appeal against the orders of the FEU 
Appellate Board lies with the High Court. It is provided thereunder that 
the appeal to High Court shall be on a question of law. Parties move the 
High Court direct ip appropriate cases under Article 226 of the! 
Constitution in the form of writ petitions. 

3.84 The Department furnished the following detail; about the number 
of cases filed in the Court during the. last 3 years under Section 56 and 57 
of FERA, 1973 and the total amount involved therein: 

Year No. of Cases 

147 
321 
443 

Amount iDvolw:d 

RI. 1066.08 JakIas 
RI. 2606.82 Iakbs 
RI. 870.08 Iakbs 

3.85 The Department attributed the increasing trend of oourt cases to 
the practice of fixing targets in respcet of variou:.: types of 
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eftences. When asked to explain the decrease in the total amount involved 
in such cases Department stated that in their anxiety to acbieve targets 
even cases involving small amounts Were being filed by the Enforcement 
Officer. 

3.86 Asked to explain the time variation in disposing of cases at different 
stations and its underlying causes, the Department has stated that there are 
no special courts set up in various States to try cases of economic offences. 
No systematic study has been made, so far, in the Enforcement 
Directorate, to find out precisely the reasons for the time taken by a court 
in disposal of cases depends upon the workload with the particular court 
and the factors which are ~ar to judicial procedure. adopted by trial 
courts. As to the remedial 'measure , the Central Economic Intelligence 
Bureau has recently taken up this matter for study and for suggesting 
setting up of more special courts at different places with a view to 
expediting disposal of prosecutions cases pending before such special 
courts. 

3.87 Asked how the present time lag in the disposal of cases can be 
reduced the Depanment bas stated that more special courts, which would 
be manned by departmental officers drawn from Enforcement, Custom and 
Excise and Income Tax Departments, with appropriate legal qualjfications 
may be set up. Such courts can exclUSively try cases under FERA, 
Customs and Income Tax Acts. 

~.88 With regard to pending prosecution cases, the Secretary of the 
Ministry of Fmance during evidence stated:-

"This is a problem which is common to aU the enforcement 
agencies, not only to the Directorate of Enforcement which has, of 
course, comparatively smaller number of cases. A very large 
number of cases, income-tax cases, customs and excise duty are also 
pending and have not seen the light of day for eight, nine or ten 
years." . 

3.89 In this context Secretary further stated:-
"1bere are two solutions to this problem. Firstly, Special Courts are 
absolutely indispensable. We. have to have sufficient Dumber of 
Special Courts in all the States. We have identified the workload of 
each State and we have circulated a note on this for the QUef 
Ministers' Conference,' which was postponed twice ... We have said 
that the States must be encouraged because economic offences must 
have to get special attention. The~e have to be Magistrates and 
people who develop insight and a sort of specialised kDowIedge into 
these very complex laws. The other part is the very jnadequate 
defence and proaecution 00 the part of the Government. A1tboup I 
collect a major part of the revenue ....... Which is about --RI. S6000 
crores we have no freedom at all in selecting the lawyer. The 
lawyers are poorly paidy totally ill motivated. Our lawyer gets 
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Rs. 300 per day whereas the lawyer for the cdmpanies or the FERA 
violater gets. Rs. 15000. There is no comparison between the two. I 
have, in my humble judgement, prepared a detailed note for the 
Committee of Secretaries and submitted for their consideration that 
for economic offences special dispensation will have to be given and 
we will have to be allowed special counsels at a higher fees and the 
freedom will have to be given." 

6.Detentions under COFEPOSA 
3.90 Tbe Directorate of Enforcement recommends cases for detention 

under the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling 
Activities Act, 1974 (52 of 1974) (COFEPO&,A) which provides, inter-aliIl, 
for detention of a person with a view to preventing him from actin:; in a 
manner prejudicial to the conservation and augmentation of foreigu 
exchage. In doing so, it has to prepare dossiers and the various grounds for 
detention. It further assists the State Authorities in locating and detaining 
the persons against whom detention orders are issued. The connected work 
relating to the detenu e.g. presenting I contesting casea before the Advisory 
Board and/or Courts is also attended to by it. 

3.91 The Department has furnished the details of cases during 1988 to 
1990 as per statement at Appendix. 

3.92 Regarding the difficulties encountered in tile quick disposal of 
detention cases, the Ministry has stated that in some cases stay has been 
granted by the High Courts particularly Calcutta High Court. 

3.93 Explaining the point further the Secretary of the Ministry stated 
during evidence. that the number of detention cases have also increased 
because the Ministry has become more active. He further stated that over-
emphasis on the numbers may not lead to a correct appreciation of 
performance of Directorate of Enforcement and that it may also result in 
the unwarranted detentions by overzealous officers. 
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APPENDIX 
Statistical Data of COFEPOSA proposals made by the 

Enforcement Directorate 

Year No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
proposals Persons persons detention Detention persons 
sent to the against detained order orders released by 
Competent whom actually revoked by pending Advisory 
Detaining detention upto Central execution Board out 
Authority orders (17.'8.90) Govt. out out of of Col. 3 

issued by (out of of Col. 2 Col. 2 upto 
the Col. 2) (Before 17.8.90 
Detaining actual 
Authority detention) 
out of Col. 1 

.. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 , 7 

1988 116 102 84 18· 13 
1989 171 149 111 38" 15 
1990 83 70 38 32"· 4 
upto 
30.6.90 

• 1 person has obw,.ed stay frOQl Calcutta High Court. 
.. 7 persons have ob~ stay from Calcutta High Court and one person died before 

execution of Detention Order. 
... 5 persons have obtained stay from Calcutta High Court. 
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3.94 The Committee note that during tbe period 1987 to 1989 out of 
911 cases under prosecution for violation of FERA only 345 could be 
lInalised. The balance S66 cases were pending in different courts at the 
end of 1989. They also note tbat average period for disposal of cases bas 
been varying from place to place. Tbe Committee are, tberefore, 
constrained to infer that the pace of disposal of cases being prosecuted 
bas been tardy. Consequently tbe pendency of sucb cases in courts bas 
been increasing day by day. The Committee also find tbat no §ystematic 
study bas ever been conducted to ascertain the reasons for tbis situation. 
In this context tbey were informed during evidence that the problem was 
attributable to general overburdening of civil courts at various levels as 
also to inadequate defence of sucb cases on the part of the Government. 
The Committee were further apprised that economic otYenders were often 
able to obtain the senices of the best legal professionals. As against this 
the Department has to be content with the services of lawyers who are 
poorly paid and totally ill-motivated even in cases ~nvolving substantial 
sums of money. It was suggested that not only special courts be set up 
for the purposes of prosecuting economic offenders, but also that such 
courts should be manned by the officials from the Directorate of 
Enforcement and the Departments of Customs and Central Excise and 
the Income-Tax subject to their having appropriate legal qualifications. 

3.95 The Committee have no hesitation in recommending that 
Government iihould take immediate steps to set up special courts for 
economic offenders in consultation witb the State Governments. For this 
purpose they also recommend that the matter may be deliberated upon in 
the next Conference of Chief Mini5ters to be ~nvened at an early date. 
The Committee, however, are not CODvinCed by the argument tbat such 
courts would become efficient by merely appointing omcers drawn from 
tile above mentioned organisations. On the CGotrary sucb a step may 
result in judicial improprieties. 

3.96 Tbe Committee are of the firm opinion tbat the Department 
sIIouid have freedom to engage lawyers of known competance without 
being obliged to confiDe their cboic=e to a panel lawyers of Central 
Goveramtnt. The COllUllittee., therefore AroogIy support the need of the 
DepartmeQt to have suf6dent ~ powers for obtaining services of 
lawyers of appropriate standinK .. order to defend in the courts of law 
cases involving large sums of 1IIODe)'. They urge the Government to 
examine tbk matter with earnesbIess in consultation with the Ministry of 
Law. 

The COIIUIIittee would ... like to stress upon the need for 
ItreDgtbening the legal set up witIIin the Diredorate of Enforcement. For 
U. purpose they recommend· creation of attractive promotion prospects 
In order to draw and retain oIIkers of sound legal knowledge' and 
aperience. The Ministry may .., appoint otftcers of sullident experience 
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and legal background on contract basis. The Committee would ..., desift 
tile Minmry to review the present time-Iag in disposal of cues at dill'ermt 
pI.:es and take necessary remedial measures in this regard. 

3.97 The Cominittee fmel that ofticers 01 the Directorate have beea givea 
Yery wide powers for recommending cases for detention under Coaservatioa 
of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities Ad, 19'74 
(COFEPOSA) to prevent any person. from acting in a manner prejqdjrial to 
~ coaservation and augmentation of foreign exchange. The Committee are 
of the view that the Iikelibood 01 such powers being misused cannot be ruled 
out defeating the very purpose for which the Ad was enacted. 

The CommiUee therefore desire the Minmry to provide suitable 
.... eguards to ensure that such powers are not misused and iDDocaat pel'1GIIS 
are not barras8ed. The CommiUee would also like to be kept ._wed of 
the progress achieved in tbis regard. 



CHAPfER IV 
ORGANISATIONAL ASPEcrs 

A. Organisation 
4.1 The Department in a note furnished to the Committee regarding 

organisational structure and functions of the Directorate has stated, that in 
the initial stages, looking into the operational requirement, the offices 
were located at the four metropolitan cities, having international airports 
and I or ports as these were the main centres of export and import and 
thus had a bearing on transaction in Foreign Exchange. 

4.2 These cities were also the major centres of illegal purchase and sale 
of foreign exchange as well as compensatory payments resulting in leakage 
of foreign exchange. Subsequently as and when at a particular area a 
particular type of unauthorised trading and malpractice relating thereto 
were noticed, sub-zonal offices and units were created, for the purpose of 
providing support to the zonal offices. While setting up the offices at such 
other places, the following aspects were kept in view: 

(i) The number of people from the particular region settled outside 
Iudia, who were sending compensatory payments from outside 
India. 

(ii) Centres of export of certain types of goods etc. 
4.3 At present the Enforcement Directorate has its headquarters at New 

Delhi and five zonal offices at Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Jalandhar and 
Madras. The Director of Enforcement is the head of the organisation. The 
zonal offices are headed by Deputy Directors. The Directorate has 8 sub-
zonal offices at Agra, Srinagar, Varanasi, Trivandrum, Calicut, 
Ahmedabad, Bangalore and Goa, which are headed by Assistant 
Directors. The Directorate also has 4 units at Jaipur, Hyderabad, Madurai 
and Guwahati headed by Chief Enforcement Officer. Besides, there is also 
a Special Unit at Calcutta, headed by a Deputy Director, which was 
creaded in October, 1979 for the purpose of investigating certain important 
groups of cases. An organisational chart of the Directorate is at Appendix 
'A'. 

4.4 When asked by the Committee whether there were any 
organisational deficiencies in the Directorate, the Secretary, during 
evidence replied in the affirmative. In his view the Department was 
considered to be a temporary entity and an impression also exist tbat there 
would be no need for an Enforcement Directorate when this country 
would move towards a deregulated economy under which rupee would be 
a freely convertible currency. Consequently, he felt, sufficient attention haS 
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not been given to the Department hithertofore. The other factor which had 
created organisational difficulties was that Directorate had remained under 
the control of various Departments. The Directorate also faced serious 
deficiencies with regard to non-availability of trained manpower. This 
aspect ha~ been dealt with in Chapter-Training. 

4.5 The Department has stated that a Report of a Study Group headed 
by Shri M.R. Yardi, ICS (retired) on the working of the Enforcement 
Agencies of the Department of Revenue of the Ministry of Finance was 
prepared. 
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4.6 In a subsequent note the Department has furnished the position of 
acceptance and implementation of Yardi Committee recommendations 
concerning the Directorate of Enforcement (Annexure enclosed). The 
Department has also stated that the question of setting up a group of 
officers to be entrusted with the task of examining the Yardi Committee 
recommendations is under proposed action. 

B. Staff strength 

4.7 Asked to state whether the existing Staff strength is adequate in 
regard to the aims and objectives for which this Directorate was set up, the 
Ministry has stated that the eDiting organisational set-up of the 
Directorate has over the period of its existence not grown adequately 

Commensurate with the aims and objec:tive for which it was created. The 
obvious reason is paucity of staff. The total sanctioned strength of the 
Directorate is 802 posts at various levels as shown in Appendix 'B'. Of this 
195 posts are of class IV staff and drivers. The staff borne on various 
ministerial cadres adds upto 258 posts. The actual strength of officers 
meant for the purpose of actually enforcing the provisions of the Act and 
comprising of Directors, Deputy Directors, Assistant Directors, Chief 
Enforcement Officers, Enforcement Officers and Assistant Enforcement 
Officer comes to only 338. The true working strength of the Directorate at 
any point is, however, lower than the sanctioned strength; and this does 
affect the functioning of the organisation . 

(1) 

a - I 

DirecIor of EaIofren Tit 

SpeciIII Dindor 

A'IIdiD3aII DiRcIoa 

..... at 

SactioD workioa of Vaamcy 
SIrc:atdt SIrc:atdt • POIitioD 

OIl 2.7.90 

(2) (3) (4) (S) 

1 1 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

a-.O 
CIl. Eaforcement Officer 39 34 5 1 SC 

HiDdi Officer 1 1 

a--m 
(Guettcd) 
EaforcemcDt Officer 104 99 5 

(NoD-Gazctted) 
SaperiDtcDdent 8 8 

Praenrin& 0fIicer 1 1 

AIIU. Eatorcement Officer 144 119 2S 5 SC & 2 EX. s. 
Anidant 34 32 2 

Upper Dmsioa Oerk 58 58 

Lower Dmsioa Oerk 90 M) 10 2SC 

51 I uCiapber (Upgrade) 1 1 

S1&aop.piler Gr. 1 1 1 

..... 1Ipber Gr. n 3 3 

s.c •• ..-r Gr. m S4 45 9 1 SC 

HiIdi Steuopapber 1 1 1 SC 

lAdy SeardIer 4 4 

Tea Openaor 2 1 1 1 ST 

SaIior HiDdi TraDIIator S 2 3 1 ST 

Dmer 29 2S 4 1 SC 

a...IV 

I Ikr 1 1 
0 ",. Openaor S S 
DdIy 9 9 
.,." 111 111 
Qvwlidw 36 36 

" . .- 3 3 
"-II. 1 1 

1OI'AL: 802 724 78 SCll 
ST2 
&.S.2 

4.8 Tbe Ministry bas furnished the following reasons for vacancies in 
clitrereat categories. 
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4.9 With regard to posts of Special Director and Assistant Director and 
Assistant Legal Advisor, the matter is pending with Ministry I UPSC for 
selection of suitable officers. 

4.10 Selections of Officers for the posts of Chief Enforcement Officer 
would be made shortly. 

4.11 For the post of Enforcement Officer, appointment letters have been 
issued to three officers. Process for the remaining two is going on. 

4.12 With regard to filling the post of Presenting Officer the candidates 
are being invited to offer options. For the post of Assistant Enforcement 
Officer nomination for all 25 posts are awaited from SSC. Results have 
been declared by SSC in July 1990 and dossiers are expected shortly. 

4.13 For Assistant and Stenos and LDC etc. nomination is awaited from 
Calcutta I Bombay I New Delhi and SSC etc. 

4.14 The Ministry has stated that the manpower requirements of the 
Directorate need to be re-assessed in the light of the increased workload 
and on the basis of the unquantifiable factors which have a direct bearing 
on the man-hours spent in performing different functions. 

4.15 With regard to existing deficiency, the representative of the 
Directorate of Enforcement, during evidence, stated: 

"There is a difference between our requirement of officers and the 
number of cases that come to us. We have 300 officers in the whole 
of India. and the number of cases that come to us for investigation is 
in thousands. As a result of this, each officer is saddled with a large 
number of cases. That is why the delay occurs. There are cases which 
we have to take up by force of circumstances even though we would 
not have taken them otherwise." 

4.16 The Secretary of the Ministry added:-' 

"Tbereis need for strengthening of the organisation in various areas 
like Intelligence, Vigilance and so on. There may also be need for 
strengthening it at the operational level to cope up with the 
increasing work. The quality is much more important than the 
quantity." 
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4.17 With regard to the shortage of staff, the Director of Enforcement 
during evidence stated: 

"We get people from the Staff Selection Board. Many of the people 
get employment outside and they are not able to give candidates 
against those vacancies. We have got 25 officers against the 
sanctioned strength of 144." 

4.18" In this regard the Secretary of the Ministry added: 

"The remedy lies with the Staff Selection Board. They have to keep 
more people on the panel than the vacancies." 

4.19 The Secretary further stated:-

"We have discussed this matter with the Staff Selection Board. We have 
requested them to recruit more people and we will place them on the 
panel because we consider Enforcement to be a priority." 

4.20 The Department is a subsequent note, has enumerated the 
following steps, taken by them to fill the vacancies in different posts in the 
Enforcement Directorates. 

Special Director 

4.21 The proposal for filling up the posts is already under consideration 
of the Ministry ~nd is taking some time as the vacancies have to be filled 
in consultation with the UPSC. 

Assistant Legal Adviser (Class J) 

4.22 The selection is to be made by the UPSC, which has already fixed a 
date of holding interviews from a panel of candidates which has been 
drawn up for this purpose. The posts are expected to be filled up shortly. 

Assistant Enforcement Officer 

4.23 In respect of all the 24 vacancies, nominations have now been 
received from the Staff Selection Commission and the appointment letters 
are being issued after completing verification formalities relating to 
character and antecedents. However, the difficulty that arises in filling up 
these posts is that the Staff Selection Commission holds examination only 
once in a year and does not prepare a reserve panel for nominating 
suitable candidates in case some of the candidates decline the appointment 
offered to them. 

4.24 In reply to question the Ministry has stated that as a result of the 
paucity of staff arrears of work at various levels have accumulated to an 
alarming extent. Besides, the quality of investigations etc. has also 
inevitably suffered. Given the intake of fresh cases, if the arrears are to be 
kept at a desirable level, the staff strength has to be increased 
immediately. 
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C. StIlff Inspection Unit Study 

4.25 The Committee have been wormed that some posts were 
~ctioned after Staff Inspection Unit Study in 1974. 

4.26 Asked to furnish the SIU report, the Ministry has stated that the 
report of SIU submitted to the Deptt. of Personnel during the month of 
August to July, 1973 is not readly available in the Directorate. 

4.27 Asked whether any steps have been taken sinct 1974 for a 
second study of manpower requirement, the Ministry has stated that the 
proposal of the Enforcement Directorate for additional staff submitted 
on 17.7.1981 to the Department of Revenue was also referred to the 
SIU. The SIU made a quick study of a few areas of the Directorate's 
working and submitted its report on 11.1.1982 to the Department of 
Revenue, in which SIU had suggested a marginal increase in staff as an 
interim measure till the detailed study was completed by them. On the 
basis of this interim report dated 11.1.82, 52 new posts were sanctioned 
by the Government vide sanction order dated 20.10.1982. The results of 
the study conducted departmentally were examined in 1989 but it was 
decided that in view of the proposed shift in emphasis to more intensive 
investigation and to reduce the reliance on targets, some more time be 
taken to assess the staff requirements and work load of the Directorate. 
Ministry has been informed accordingly. 

4.28 The Ministry has further stated that a carefully prepared 
proposal was submitted by the Enforcement Directorate about ~ years 
ago, which was referred to the SIU. On the recommendations of the-
SIU, as contained m its interim report, 52 new posts of Assistant 
Directors, CIliaf Enforcement Officers, Enforcement Officers and 
Assistant Enforcement Officers were sanctioned in October, 1982, pending 
finalisation of the- inspection I study by SIU. However, fresh staffing 
proposals have to be worked out after a comprehensive survey is under-
taken for this purpose. 

4.29 With regard to an inbuilt system for CODducting such studies at 
regular intervals to ensure smooth flow of work, the Depanment has 
stated that there is DO institutionalised system of condUcting studies 01 
this nature.: The manpower requirements of the Directorate are however 
being assessed afresh in the light of our overall need to improve the 
quality of investigation and to select certain areas for a more detailed 
enquiry. The Ministry may consider to entrust this job to the 
Directorate of O&M Services of the Customs and Central Excise, who 
make such studies for the Customs and Central Excise Collectoratel etc. 

D. TrtIining 
4.30 The Ministry of Fmance Department of RevelDlC has stated that 

a need has been felt for training the staff of the Directorate. in certain 
related subjects, such as overseas banking, accountancy and Company 
Law Procedures. The possibility of drawing upon certain other 
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Departments for staff with expertise In these fields has also been 
considered. 

4.31 Asked to state the action taken in this regard the Department has 
stated that the question of training of the officers of the Directorate in 
certain selected subjects such as overseas banking, accountancy, Company 
Law Procedures, etc. is under consideration of the Enforcement 
Directorate. The proposal for the Directorate for drawing up officers, with 
expertise in such subjects, from other Departments, also, is still at initial 
stage .of consideration in the Directorate. However.a system of holding 
work-shops for examining cases with a view to seeking suggetions for 
better investigation has since been started. Such workshops are now being 
held regularly. 

4.32 In this regard the Secretary of the Ministry has stated that there is 
still no arrangement for training in the department. It is true that 
department had organised some workshops but these are not likely to yield 
desired results. He further added, "If some one is appointed as a constable 
in department, first of all he is imparted the necessary legal knowledge and 
taught how to apply the provisions of Indian Penal Code. However, such 
personnel do not possess sufficient knowledge of various provisions of 
FERA. The Inspectors, who join the department are selected directly by 
UPSC. They are put on the job without being imparted any training and 
without any knowledge of the provisions of Cr. P.C. and other laws. They 
do not even know the techniques of investigation. This makes ttte task of 
investigation by the Enforcement Directorate quite complicated. It in.volves 
investigation of big companies and big people and such matter, are dealt 
with which require complete knowlege of international trade. It is 
proposed that the department should make arrangement for the training of 
all such persons and to conduct refresher courses for those who are already 
in service. New persons should be imparted training. YarJl Cummittee had 
recommended that new entrants and other persons should be imparted 
training along with the custom staff so as to enable them to attain 
necessary efficiency. 

4.33 The Committee are distressed to find that organisatiQnal aspects of 
the Directorate of Enforcement have received Uttle attention hithertofore, 
partly due to perceived impermanance of FERA in the initial years of its 
formation. The Committee are inclined ~ think that this neglect is due to 
the Directorate being placed under different departments at different times. 

The Committee hope that the Government will now pay serious attention 
to the organisational aspects of Enforment Directorate. 

4.34 The Committee note with concern that the organisational set up of 
the Directorate has not grown proportionally in relatioa to the aims and 
objectives for which it wa created. They were also informed by the 
Secretary of the Ministry during evidence that there is need for 
strengthening of the orpaisation in various areas Uke intelligence and 
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vigilance etc. The Committee fmd that out of 802 sanctioned staty strength 
78 posts including the posts of Special Director, Chief Enforcement Officer, 
Enforcement Officer and Asstt. Director have been lying vacant since long. 
This has obviously aft'ected the functioning of the Directorate adversely. The 
Committee find that shortage of staff has not only resulted in arrears of 
work, but the quality of work has also deteriorated. 

They cannot but take a serious view of this unhappy situation. The 
Committee, therefore, expect the Government to fill up all' vacant posts, 
without further delay. 

4.35 The Committee note that Staf1' Inspection Unit had carried out in 
1974 a ~y of manpower requirement in the Directorate. The Committee 
lind it unfortuaate thatthis report is not available with the Ministry and 
that no regular study has been carried out in this regard after 1974. They 
also find that at present there is no regular and systemetic procedure for the 
assessment of stall' strength of Directorate They were however, informed 
that the man power needs of the Directorate are being reassessed in the 
light of its CUl'l'eDt work load. 

The Committee recommend that the Ministry should take up with 
immediate effect, the re-lISStssment of stall' strength of the Directorate, and 
equip tile Directorate with adequate stair commensurate with its current 
work-load. 

4.36 The Committee are also of the view that there should be regular 
per.odical review of the manpower requirement in the Directorate to 
maiatain tile bealtb of thb organisation. 

4.37 The Committee are unhappy to DOte that there is still no proper 
arrangemeat for imparting training to the stair in the Deptt. Though the 
Directorate has been organising some training workshops the requisite 
beDeftt could not be derived owing to lack of focus in this effort. The 
COIIIIIIiUee IIad that the yanti COIlUnittee bad recommended that the new 
IIdraDts ..... other peniOIIS sbould be imparted training aIongwith customs 
IIatI' 10 .. to eaabIe them to attain elllciency in various provisions of FERA 
... other EccNaomic Laws including the aspect of inspection and searches. 
They ave also bten informed that need bas been felt for training the stall' 
fIl tile Dinctorate in certaiD related subjects sucb as overseas banking, 
8CCOUDtancy ... company law procedure and that a proposal in this regard 
II BDder COIIIider'ation. 

4.38 TIle C ........ ee Deed banIIy emp'eeehe tile .........,....t importance of 
..... Iia& .......... iDdepfJI ~ ID tIleR _jeds to the oIIIcers/stalf 
fIl tile DInctante. 

4.391'11e Oa Wee, tiIenI.-e, **e ..... lIOt.., the oftIcen at btper 
leYei .......... at ....... ad lower an. ......... be regularly trained 10 
.. to acquaiDt them with reIev_t ...... 01 a-wnerdal law accounting and 
Practices, besides tile moden techniques 01 iDvesdption. The Committee 
woald nped tile MiDiItry to COIItiaue to OIpnile workshops at regular 
Iaterv_ for tile purpoee. 



CHAPTER V 

ENFORCEMENT MACHINERY AND THE CmZEN 

A Complaints / Grievances 

5.1 The Department in a note furnished to the Committee has stated 
that there are not many complaints about the functioning of Enforcement 
Directorate. Occasionally Directorate receives complaints but they are not 
of serious nature. The complaints received generally relate to undue 
harrassment caused to complainants by the searches which according to 
them are not warranted. 

5.2 With regard to handling of such complai~ts, the Department has 
stated t~at on receipt of such complaints reports/records relating to the 
case are' called for from the concerned field office, by the Director of 
Public Grievances (Deputy Director of Enforcement, HQRS). After 
carefully going through the same a decision is taken by the Director of 
Public Grievances and, where necessary, the head of the Department is 
also consulted. 

5.3 Asked to state the difficulties experienced in fulfilling the 
responsibility, the Department has stated that no difficulty has so far been 
e:q>erienced. 

5.4 Asked to furnish the illustrative examples of these complaints and 
their disposal, the Department has stated that the complaints are regarding 
integrity of the officers who are alleged to have demanded bribe from the 
persons who have been searched or proceeded against, for setting their 
cases in their favour etc. In order to come to the conclusion whether there 
is any substance in the allegations made in the complaints, the Zonal 
Deputy Directors are requested to make discreet enquiries and send their 
report. In some cases, the complainants are also requested at the given 
address to come forward with some tangible evideuce, as such complaints 
are frequently pseudonymous and posted from false addresses. Mostly such 
letters are received back undelivered with the remarks that no such person 
resides at the said address. These complaints are therefore treated as 
baseless and hence closed. 
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5.5 The Committee have been furnished the following 
figures of complaints received and handeled during the last 3 
years:-

1988 

1989 
1990 

Opening 
Balance 

3 
14 

26 

Received 
during the 

year 

34 

41 
17 

Complaints 
disposed 

of 

23 
29 
20 

Oosing balance 
at end of year 

14 

26 
23 

5.6 Asked who determined whether a complaint was of serious nature, 
the Department has stated that the following authorities determined the 
seriousness of complaints 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

Complaint against 
Group 'A' 
Complaint against 
Group 'B' Officers. 
Complaint against 
Group 'C' Officers. 

Complaint against 
Group 'D' Officers. 

Secretary, Department of 
Revenue. 
Director of En forcemcnt 

Deputy Director (Admn.) 
of Enforcement Dte. Hqrs. 
Office. 
Deputy Director of Zonal 
Office. 

B. Grievances Redressal Machinery 

5.7 The Ministry in a note furnished to the Committee has stated that a 
Deputy Director of Enforcement in the Hqrs. Office has been appointed as 
incharge of the grievances machinery in the whole Directorate of 
Enforcement, and is functioning as Director of Public Grievances. At 
every zonal and sub-zonal offices of the Enforcement Directorate an officer 
not below the rank of Assistant Director is incharge of the public grievance 
machinery and he is designated as "Public Grievances Officer" 

5.8 The Director of Public Grievances (Dy. Director of Enforcement) is 
responsibie for the timely redressal of grievances in the whole Directorate 
and he ensures that decision on grievances which are pending for 3 months 
are taken promptly. In case where any aggrieved party is not satisfied with 
the redressal of grievance by zonal and sub-zonal offices and approaches 
the Ditector of Public Grievances for a decision, then the 
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Director of Grievances in consultation with the Director of Enforcement 
takes a suitable decision. 

c. Vigilance 
5.9 With regard to system of keeping vigilance over the officers the 

Department has stated that there is a system of drawing up in consultation 
with the CBI, a list of officers of doubtful integrity and their conduct and 
work is kept under observation for the period of one year. The list is 
revised every year after following the system of consultation with CBI. 
Such officers are, as far as possible, not posted to charges which bring 
them into con!~~t with public. Disciplinary action is of course, initiated on 
specific· complaints which are substantiated with fact. Certain officers of 
doubtful integrity and possessing disproportionate assets have been 
proceeded against. These efforts have been reasonably successful in 
keeping a check on the integrity of the officers. 

5.10 Asked to furnish the number of vigilance/corruption cases 
outstanding during the last three years and also the number of cases 
disposed of during this period, the Ministry has furnished the following 
figures or vigilance/ corruption cases registered and disposed of during the 
last three years: 

Period Opening cases Total Disposed Balance 
Balance regd. of 

1.7.87-31.12.87 3 1 4 4 
1.1.88-31.12.88 4 3 7 1 6 
1l.1.~31.12.89 6 1 7 2 5 
1.1.~30.6.90 5 ·1 6 6 

5.11 Giving the justification for a long pendency, the Department has 
stated that of the 6 cases shown as pending on the Preliminary Material 
one case has since been disposed in the month of July, 1990. The position 
with regard to the remaining five cases is as under: 

1. Pending with the Inquiry Officer nominated by CVC. 
2. Report of the Preliminary enquiry has been received. Action for 

initiating disciplinary proceedings is being taken. 
3. Cases investigated by CBI. On the basis of advice of the CVC 

action for initiating disciplinary proceedings is being taken. 
4. Sanction for prosecution by CBI has been given cases pending 

trial. 
5. Cases relates to raid by CBI. The case has been finally heard by 

the Inquiry Officer on 27.7.90. His report is awaited. 

These cases relate to:-
1. Acceptance of bribe. 
2. Deposing in favour of accused. 
3. Undue delay in dealing with oftIcla1 matters. 
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5.12 With regard to measures taken to dispose of cases, the Department 
has stated that efforts are being made to dispose of the cases expeditiously 
as possible: 

5.13 Asked how many cases were pending for more than six months, the 
Department has stated that no case is pending over six months. 

5.14 In this regard the Secretary of Department of Revenue added 
during evidence that his Department has issued directions that more 
attention should be paid towards vigilance. If there is shortage of officers 
or other staff anywhere, proposals regarding this should be send to him so 
that the vigilance is strengthened further. 

5.15 During evidence the Committee asked the Secretary, Department 
of Revenue to indicate the manner in which the problem of corruption in 
the Directorate of Enforcement was being tackled. In reply, the Secretary 
stated, "The Hon. Members have raised the question of corruption in the 
Enforcement Directorate keeping inview the wide powers vested in it. It is 
true that considerable possibility for corruption exists in the Directorate 
and even where certain vigilance cases have been instituted no effective 
measures have been taken. The problem is that whatever complaints are 
received are mostly anonymous in nature. Such complaints do not reveal 
the name and address of the complainant. The fact is that neither the party 
giving ~f' bribe nor the party accepting it ever complained because both 
stands benefited by the act·of bribary. However, in accordance with the 
Government rules a list is prepared in consultation with CBI and the 
names of such officers are included whose integrity is in doubt and watch is 
kept on them. But it is debatable whether such measures are effective and 
to wbat e,tent help in the matter. Keeping in view the possibility of 

corruption in the Directorate as pointed out by theHon. Members I admit 
that whatever action bas been taken by way of vigilance is insufficient and 
I have no hesitation in stating that the observations of the Hon. Member is 
correct. I further wish to inform the August Committee about the progress 
achieved during the current year. Not only our officers are kept under 
greater watch but wherever any malafide action is noti~d effective and 
deterrent action is taken. Recently we have suspended one Deputy 
IJirector, who is a Senior Officer and retired two Assistant Directors 
besides reverting a Chief Enforcement Officer." 

5.16 The Committee have been informed that the number of complaints 
received in the Directorate of Enforcement is limited and that these were 
IIOt of a serious nature. Taking into account the fad that the Directorate 
luis to enforce tbe various provisions of FERA and COFEPOSA which 
diredly effect tbe sensitive sedioDs of public aDd wbIch offer considerable 
ICOpe of misuse of powers, tbe Committee feel that tile above statement is 
IIOt a correct index of barrassment widell citizens .... e to put up with. From 
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the observations of Secretary, Department of Revenue, the Committee are 
lDdined to conclude that those who bear the brunt of barrassment and 
corrupt practices on the part of Enforcement officials are wary of making 
direct compaints due to the fear of further barrassment. 

In order to improve this state of affairs the Committee desire that 
Directorate should make a determined effort to enquire into the substance 
of even anonymous complaints. They feel this is essential to demonstrate the 
Ieriousness or the Directorate in tackling this situation and thus, enhancing 
the confidence or the public. The Committee are of the opinion that 
complaint CeU in the Directorate ought to have functioned more effectively. 
1be whole system of registering and redressing of complaints therefore 
aeeds to be thoroughly overhauled.- The Committee expect the Ministry 
would lose no time in doing the needful. 

5.17 The Committee note that only 6 vigilance cases have been registered 
between 1.7.1987 and 30.6.1990 against the officers of the Directorate. They 
are further disappointed to find that only 3 cases have been disposed during 
this period. The Committee have also been informed that no effective 
measures have been taken in these vigilance cases. The Department has 
conceded that the action by way of vigilance has been inadequate. The 
Committee are not satisfied by the statement of the Secretary Revenue that 
watch is being kept on officers of doubtful integrity and that deterrent 
action bas been taken in some cases. They are constrained to conclude that 
the existing set up or vigilance cell has not prove-l to be very effective. 

The Committee, therefore, desire the Ministry to take suitable measures 
to strengthen the existing vigilance set up so that appropriate action against 
the corrupt ofl'"acials ii initiated expeditiously. They abo desire that the 
corruption cases pending with Directorate should be dealt with seriousness 
aDd expedition. 

14 FeblUllry, 1992 

25 Magha, 1913 (Saka) 

MANORANJAN BHAKTA 
Chairman, 

Estimates Committee 
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ANNEXURE II 

Position with regard to tbe acceptance and implementation of the 
Y IP"di Committee recommendation concerning the Directorate of 

Enforcement ..... . 
Recommendation No. 8 

The joint Intelligence Committee needs to be activated for properly 
. fulfilling the objectives for which it was set up. It should be made more 
)lroadbased by associating the Director of Enforcement with it. It should 
, meet regularly and should be presided over personally by the Chairman of 

the Central Board 'of Excise and Custom's. 
Comments 

All the recommendations have been implemented. 
(a) The Director Enforcement has been made a member. 
(b) It is meeting on the first Tuesday of every month. 
( c) It is presided by the Special Secretary to the Government. 

Remmmendation No. 22 
At the Zonal level there is provision for an Assistant Director looking 

after the exclusive w~rk of intelligence. At the Headquarters also there is a 
Deputy Director earmarked for this job. However, they are all over-
burdened by other routine duties entrusted to th~ in addition to their 
intelligence work, and in my opinion. the Deputy Director at the 
Headquarters and Assistant Directors, in the Zones should have no other 
work except those relating to intelligence. The Ministry may consider 
sanctioning six new posts of one Deputy DirectM for the Headquaters and 
at least five Assistant Directors for the Zonrs with supporting staff, office, 
furniture etc. 

Comments 

A separate wing should be created at the apex and zonal levels of the 
Directorate of Enforcement for collecting. collating and disseminating 
intelligence relating to the various aspects of foreign exchange violations. 
with an effective two-way feedback for detection. It has also to build up 
the necessary documentation systems and adopt techniques to retrieve 
mtormatlon quickly. 

Recommendation No. 24 
One of the Special Director of Enforcement should be entrusted with 

the overall responsibility of the intelligence work of the Directorate in 
addition to investigation work with full accountability to the Director of 
Enforcement. 
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Comments 
I think one Deputy Director at the Headquarters is sufficient, provided 

he is exclusively looking after the intelligence work only. 
Recommendation No. 59 

There is need for strengthening of the Enforcement Directorate's 
intelligence, investigation and prosecution units, both guantitatively and 
qualitatively. 

Comments 

Yes. 
Quantitative strengtbening 

I1IleUigence 
We need the following new posts with facilities of vehicles, and office 

staff: 
(i) Deputy Director 

(ii) Asstt. Director 
(iii) Chief Enforcement 

Officers 
Investigation 

1 
5 

24 

I think we should increase the number of Assistant Director level 
officers and provide each Assistant Director with 2 Chief Enforcement 
Officers and one Assistant Enforcement Officer each. We need additional 
two Assistant Directors in each Zone with 2 Chief Enforcement Officers 
and 3 Assistant Enforcement Officers each. In certain Sub-Zones the 
senior most officer is a Chief Enforcement Officer which we would like to 
OODvert into Assistant Director. The following Sub-Zones will have to be 
up-graded:-

1. Guwahati 
2. Srinagar 
3. Jaipur 
4. Goa 
5. Hyderabad 
6. Madurai 
All together the requirements will be as foUows:-

Hqn. 
Zoaea 
Sab-Zoaea 

Assistant 
Director 

3 
10 
6 

19 

Chief Enforcement Assistant 
Officer Enforcement 

6 
20 
6 

32 

Officer 

3 
30 
6 

39 
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The norm for Chief Enforcement Officer and Assistant Enforcement 
Officers have been fixed according the C.B.l's standard. 
Prosecution 

Yardi Committee has in a separate recommendation suggested 
prosecution branch may be independently established. Prosecution can be 
discussed under that suggestion. 

Qua1itative Strengthening 
Intelligence 

Collection of intelligence should be structured-

The following are all new areas of intelligence we have started. 

(1) Probe into under-invoicing of exports. 
(2) Probe into bogus imports-We should examine all cases of O.G.L. 

imports where there is no duty payable. 
(3) Probe into all Indian Companies! Joint ventures abroad, which 

show losses, or nominal profits. 
( 4) Probe into all FERA Companies in India which show losses or 

nominal profits. 
(5) Collection of information about racketeers abroad from Indian 

residing abroad. 
(6) Guarantee amount to be incorporated in contracts for purchase of 

imported equipment, for providing information to the Enforcement 
agencies in India. 

(7) Authority letter to be obtained from suspected Bank account 
holders. 

Qua1itative Strengthening in Investigation 
(1) Training in investigative methods (to be dealt with under the 

recommendation of investigation). 
(2) Providing healthy competition between officers 10 better 

investigation': 
(3) Emphasis on close supervision of Assistant Directors 10 

investigations. 
(4) Chief Enforcement Officers, should be made investigating officers 

in atleast 12 important cases a year. 
Qualitative Strengthening of Prosecution 

To be dealt with separately under the suggestion to make it an 
independent wing. 

Recommendation No. 60 

It should be ensured that the Enforcement Directorate does not fritter 
away its energies in pursuing small and petty cases. 
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COIIIIIIeDts 

We have not been successful so far in identifying the important cases 
and leaving out the unimportant cases. The main difficulty in closing the 
investigation of unimportant cases is that normally officers are unwilling to 
face the risk of accusations of connivance in closing cases. An Officer 
normally cannot muster courage to order closing of an insignificant case for 
fear that in subsequent enquiries he may be accused of helping a FERA 
violator. There is no doubt that the recommendations is very valuable. The 
Enforcement Directorate should concentrate its energies on bigger 
violations of FERA and that is possible only if small and petty cases are 
ignored. 

Taking both these points into consideration we are of the opinion that a 
Screening Committee comprising of atleast 3 officers at the Headquarters 
and at the Zonal level should be asked to evaluate information and take 
decision to. close insignificant matters. Decisions can be arrived at by 
circulation of the cases to avoid delay. This way officers can save 
themselves from the accusations of connivance and we think it will be an 
efficient method of weeding out unimportant and petty cases. 

RecotDJDeDdatioa No. 61 
Company and other major cases of investigation should be handled in 

special cells to be created for the purpose in the Enforcement Directorate. 
Comments 

Such important cases should be handled by the Chief Enforcement 
Officers and Assistant Directors. 

Recommeadatioa No. 62 
At the headquarters of the Enforcement Directorate. one Special 

Director should be solely responsible for intelligence and investigation 
work and to guide and supervise the investigation units and Special Cells 
both at the apex and zonal levels. 

CC)IIUIImts 

Separate officers for intelligence has been dealt with earlier. Separate 
officers for investigation, is already available. 

Recoaunendatioa No. 63 
Government should also review its policies in regard to deputation of 

officers to the Enforcement Directorate. 
Comments 

Yes. The Cu.oms and Income-tax Departments have not been very 
enthusiastic in sending officers to the Enforcement. They may be 
persuaded to send more names. It is suggested that State Police Officers, 
State PL"'S Office.rs, and Sales-Tax Officers, Officers of nationalised Banks 
and Officers of the R. B. I. also should be made eligible for deputation to 
the Enforcement Directorate so that we get a wider choice of officers. 
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Officers should be taken 0n deputation for atleast 5 years. 
Officers of the Enforcement Directorate also should be sent on 

deputation to the Income-tax and Customs and Central Excise and C.B.I. 
Departments. 

Recommendation No. 64 
Expertise should be progressively built into the Directorate of 

Enforcement and adequate arrangements made for the training of officials 
particularly at Group '8' level and below. 

Recommendation No. 65 
For training of officials of Enforcement Directorate, instead of making 

separate arrangements, necessary facilities may be created in the 
Directorate of Training (Customs and Central Excise) where a Deputy 
Director of Enforcement can be located for this specific purpose. 

Comments 

We are exploring the possibility of getting our officers trained either at 
the Institute of Public Finance or at the Institute of Foreign Trade. There 
should be an officer entrusted with the work of Training of the rank of a 
Deputy Director. He should be also responsible for periodically publishing 
case studies and materials incorporating the expertise gained over the 
years. We are approaching the Customs Department for reconsideration of 
the request to provide training facility in the Customs Training Institute. 

Recommendatioo No. 66 
Vacancies at the Group 'A' level in the Enforcement Directorate should 

be filled by officers on deputation and by promotion in the ratio of 1: 1 
subject to suitable and eligible officers being available for promotion. The 
promotee officers of the Directorate should not be left with a feeling that 
higher / senior posts, including that of the Director, will not be available to 
them even though able and eligible promotee officers are forthcoming. 

Comments 
Yes. The recommendation may be accepted. 

Recommendation No. 103 
The Enforcement Directorate should also have a Prosecution Cell 

manned by a Deputy Prosecutor. 
Comments 

This is a very over-due step. There should be a D.L.A. at the Hqrs. 
exclusively looking after prosecution, while the present DLA can look 
after Appeals in the FERA Board. Each DLA should have two ALA3 to 
assist them at the Hqrs. and an Additional Legal Adviser can be over all 
in-charge of Legal Section at the Hqrs. 
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In the Zones an ALA can be in-charge of the Legal Section. He should 
have three Public Prosecutors under him. Therefore, the following new 
staff will be required for the Legal work:-

1. Additional Legal Adviser at the Hqrs. 
2. DLA (Prosecution) at the Hqrs. 
3. 2 ALAs at the Hqrs. 
4. 15 Public Prosecutors. 

Recommendation No. 141 

The position regarding the need to declare foreign exchange less than 
U.S.$. 1000 at the time of arrival when the passenger intends to take it out 
of the country later, should be made clear on the disembarcation card and 
the directions for incoming passengers. 

Comments 

This much has been implemented. I think we can Improve upon this 
scheme in the following way:-

1. The currency declaration at the time of entry into the country should 
be entered on the last page of the passport. This is being done in certain 
countries like Sri Lanka. 

2. The present system of entering the details of currency declaration in a 
register should be done away with. Retrieval will be easier if we can feed 
information into a computer. 

Retommendation No. lSI 

H -the power of review is to be exercised meaningfully under the FERA 
Act, the resources of the Appellate Board neea to be adequately 
supplemented. The power of review of the original orders passed by the 
officers below the rank of Director/Additional Director may be suitably 
delegated to the Director of Enforcement. The Appellate Board and the 
Director of Enforcement should call for the examine suo moto the 
proceedings relating to orders passed by the Director / Additional Director 
and the other officers respectively. 

Recommendation No. 152 

Law should provide that any person aggrieved by the review order 
passed by the Director / Additional Director could appeal to the appellate 
Board. 

Comments 
I think the present system is working well, and should continue. 

However, the FERA Board may be strengthened. We may consider 
enhancing the powers of single member bench to Five lakhs rupees penalty 
because at present the doul]le bench cases are delayed because of non-
availability of dates of both the officers concerned . 

.. 
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RecOJJUDendatioD No. 167 
The Enforcement Directorate should keep its independent status and 

character. It is, however, equally neCessary that it is made accountable to a 
statutorily constituted body. The Director of Enforcement should report 
direct to the Chairman of Central Board of Excise and Customs. 

Comments 
The present system of the Director Enforcement reporting to the 

Secretary (Revenue) should continue. 
The Directorate of Enforcement has a multi-departmental function. It 

has areas of activity relating to 
1. Customs 
2. Income-tax 
3. R.B.1. 
4. Economic Affairs 
5. Export and Import 
6. Industrial development, and Company affairs. 
7. Govt. imports and agency commissions. 
8. Bank etc. 

H we 'make the Directorate a wing of the Customs and Excise, the 
Directorate will lose its perspective. 

The Committee have also been infprmed that a group of officers has 
been entrusted with the task of examining the Yardi Committee 
recommendations in the present context with a view to recommending to 
the Government measure to take follow uP. action. 



Sl. Para 
No. No. 

1 2 

1 1.23 

2 1.24 

APPENDIX 

Stllkm~nl of R~comm~ndations / Observations 

Recommendations / Observations 

3 

The Committee note that the Directorate of 
Enforcement has been created under the Foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act {FERA) which, uptil 1957 was 
being looked upon as only a transitory legal document for 
exchange control purposes. However, in that year both 
FERA as well as Directorate of Enforcement assumed a 
permanent footing. The FERA was revamped in 1973. At 
the same time the Directorate has also grown 
organisationally as also in terms of its responsibilities. 

The Committee find that right from its inception in 1947 
and thereafter the Directorate has been working under the 
administrative eontrol of different departments / agencies 
of the Government. To begin with it functioned as pan of 
Exchange Control Department in Reserve Bank of India. 
Thereafter it has been placed either under the Department 
of Economic Affairs or under Department of Revenue at 
different stages and for different spells. During the period 
(1975-77) when emergency was enforced the Directorate 
was placed under Cabinet Secretariat Department of 
Personnel. At present the Directorate depends for its 
manpower requirement largely on the Department of 
Revenue. Moreover department has to maintain an active 
interaction with this Department as most of the violations 
of FERA have crosslinkages with matters falling under one 
or the other organisation under Department of Revenue. 
On the other hand the administration of FERA, which 
involves determination of policy questions and 
amendments in the law, falls under the Department of 
Economic Affairs. The Committee are of the view that this 
policy of shifting the Directorate from one Ministry I 
Oepanment to another and back is not desirable or 

conducive to efficiency. They are not inclined to agree 
with tbe contention that the Directorate should be placed 
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under one or the other Department merely on the basis of 
the scale of its interaction with them. The Committee were 
informed that the balance of advantage seems to lie in 
retaining the Directorate under the administrative control 
of the Department of Revenue. 

The Committee do not agree with the existing 
arrangement. They are of the view that for the smooth 
functioning of the Directorate it is desirable that the 
administrative control of the Directorate should be with 
the Department of Economic Affairs which also dealt with 
the administration of FERA so that the deficiencies and 
amendments in FERA which come to the notice of the 
Directorate can be removed expeditiously. At the same 
time the Committee feel that there should be close 
coordination with other Departments which have a bearing 
upon the functioning of the Directorate. The Committee 
will like to be informed of the steps taken in this regard. 

The Committee are distressed to find that there have 
been cases of misuse of powers by the officers of the 
Directorate of Enforcement. They were, however, 
informe4 that efforts have been made to prevent such 
abuse of powers. The Committee also tue note of the 
suggestions made by the Secretary, Revenue during 
evidence that such sensitive assignments should be given to 
officers of competence and proven integrity. 

The Committee hope that suitable steps will be taken, 
expeditiously, by the Ministry to ensure that the powers 
vested in various officers of Directorate are not misused 
and cases of misuse dealt with expeditiously and sternly. 
They will: also like to be informed about the steps taken in 
this regard. 

The Committee have also examined the question of 
according greater independence to the Directorate of 
Enforcement in its functioning so as to make it more 
impartial and free from undue interference. In this context 
they realise the importance of having persons of high 
integrity and unimpeachable moral standards to head the 
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organisation. They also appreciate tbe sensitivity of 
assignment and the desirability of having an incumbent 
who enjoys the confidence of political authority holding 
forte. 

While it may not be practicable to have a fixed tenure 
for Director of Enforcement, the Committee desire that 
the Government must give a serious consideration to the 
matter and adopt ways and means for encouraging the 
officers holding the post to act with utmost independence 
and impartiality. 

The Committee are surprised to note that so far no 
review or evaluation of the functioning of the Directorate 
has been made by any agency, internally or externally. 

In this regard the Committee are inclined to agree with 
the views expressed by Secretary, Revenue that unless the 
evaluaton ~e privy to the information relating to the 
circumstances of specific cases it will be very difficult to 
judge whether a particular action, such as adjudication or 
arrest was justified. The Committee also note that under 
the provisions of the FERA, the officers of the Directorate 
cannot reveal such information to any body except when 
demanded by someone authorised under law. In absence 
of any such information the rationale of the evaluation 
itseH would stand defeated. The Committee, however, do 
not accept the view that the only person, capable of 
reViewing and evaluating the functioning of Directorate 
would be the Secretary, Revenue. The Committee are also 
of the finn opinion that such an evaluation is not 
synonymous with day-to-day direction and supervision of 
the work of tbe Directorate which is part of the normal 
responsibilities of Secretary, Revenue. 

The Committee, therefore, suggest that the Government 
may consider the desirability of providing for periodic 
evaluation of the Directorate, say, after every 5 years, in 
the FERA itself. Such an evaluation will then have the 
force of law and all the necessary but sensitive information 
can be revealed to a panel of evaluators who can be drawn 
from amongst the retired and serving officers of the 
Government possessing actual experience of having 
worked in various economic intelligence I enforcement 
agencies~ 
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The Committee find that the Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act, 1973 has its genesis in shortage of foreign 
exchange faced by many countries including India after the 
Second World War. Although conceived as a transitory 
regulation it has now acquired a permanent place on the 
'Statute Book' owing to continu~d bal8nce of payment 
problems faced by the country. The Committee also note 
that the developmental compulsions of Indian economy 
have turned the availability of foreign exchange into a very 
critical factor of growth. The Committee are therefore not 
surprised to know that successive Governments have been 
strengthening FERA with the result that the powers now 
vested with Enforcement Officers have become more 
comprehensive. Moreover a great deal of SUbjectivity has 
been introduced in the exercise of such powers leading to a 
number of complaints of harassment through alleged 
vexatious searches, seizures and arrests. This obviously is 
not conducive to the creation of a business environment 
which could facilitate greater investments and speedy 
growth. The Committee feel disconcerted by the fact that 
inspite of widening the scope of powers exercised by 
Enforcement Officers under the FERA and despite making 
the Act more flexible to create room for policy 
manoeuvring, the general perception is that of widespread 
vio!ations of FERA leading to substantial sums of foreign 
exchange being kept outside the country. In this context, 
the Committee welcome the candour of Secretary, 
Revenue in admitting that existence of FERA 
notwithstanding, situation would remain unmitigated so 
long as distortions in our economy persist. The Committee 
are also informed that FERA would cease to be relevant 
in a situation where rupee could be a convertible currency. 
This, the Committee believe IS only partially feasible in the 
immediate future. They, however, cannot overlook the fact 
that the existence of FERA in its present rigour can also 
impede the progress of economy towards the convertibility 
of rupee. Appreciating the above dilemma the Committee 
desire that while it may be prudent to retain FERA in the 
near future during the period of transition it oUght to be 
modified in such a manner as will deter foreign exchange 
racketeers from resorting to malpractices . 

The Committee advise the Govemment ~ expeditiously 
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• amend Section 33(2) of the Act to facilitate greater and 

smooth flow of information from third party in situations 
where neither of the two parties involved in violation of 
FERA cooperate with the Directorate. At the same time 
the Committee would expect that the targets of searches, 
seizures and arrests are picked up with greatest care and 
only after substantial intelligence. is obtained against such 
target. The Committee also recommend that the 
Government should continue such economic reforms as 
would make flow of foreign exchange into India a 
profitable proposition. 

The Committee have been informed that intelligence is 
collected by the Directorate of Enforcement from casual 
and regular informers, sister organisations and foreign 
sources. They are surprised to note that the Directorate 
has no structured and separate set up for collecting, 
analy&in~ and disseminating intelligence. This I\as been 
altribuled to paucity of ~tarr. Thc Committee are also 
unhapp~ to find thaI there is not even a separate officer in 
the Directorate to deal with intelligence exclusively. The 
only official dealing with such matters is doing so in 
addition to other responsibilities. Even the Secrf;tary of the 
Ministry during evidence conceded that intelligence set up 
in the Directorate is "definitely inadequate and deserves to 
be improved." The Committee are dismayed to note that 
even after a lapse of more than 20 years the Government 
has failed in equipping the Directorate with a separate 
Intelligence Cell under a senior officer for an important 
function on which depends the effectiveness of the entire 
Enforcement machinery. 

The Committee also wish to lay stress upon th~ need to 
have an arrangement whereby the intelligen~ is received, 
sifted, evaluated and assessed by officers who are not 
directly concerned with the operative part ~f enforcement 
activity. The Committee believe that this will impart 
greater objectivity to the functioning of the Directorate as 
a whole, as also minimise the possibility of Enforcement 
Officers frittering away their energy in following up cases 
which are either not genuine or where poor intelligenee 
forecloses chances of success. 
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The Committee, therefore, are inclined to agree with the 
views expressed by Secretary, Revenue during evidence 
that the collection of intelligence as well as its evaluation 
and assessment are almost inseparable at the operational 
level. In this regard they wish to point out that as far back 
in 1979 the Yardi Committee had. recommended the setting 
up of a separate wing at the apex and zonal level of the 
Directorate of EnfoceJ11ent for collection and dis.,semmation 
of intelligence. The same Committee had also recol11-
mended that tIle Directorate of Intelligence should he 
entrusted to a speci:tl Din:ctor with full ~ccountahjlity to 
th,~ Directorate of Enforcement. 

The Committee, therefore, hOfe that the Government 
will take expeditious and effective stc,!pS to revamp the 
intelligence set up in the Directorate of Enforcement and, 
for this purpose, appoint a special officer of sufficient 
seniority who can exclusively look after the intelligence 
work. A cell with appropriate staff strength should also be 
established to assist him in this regard. 

• The Committee also desire that the Department of 
Revenue should take suitable measures in improving 
special investigation manuals containing material on 
techniques of evasion of tax, smuggling and foreign 
exchange violations. These manuals should be supplied to 
Investigating Officers as already recommended by the 
Yardi Committee in 1979. 

The Committee are also informed that there exist certain 
areas of intelligence which fall under the purview of other 
agencies involved in collection and processing of economic 
intelligence but are being neglected at present by such 
agenCIes. 

The Committee hope. that adequate steps would now be 
taken to bring such matters also within the purview of a 
strengthened intelligence apparatus within the Directorate 
of Enforcement without duplicating the work of other 
intelligence agencies. The Committee expect that 
appropriate additional staff will be authorised to the 
Directorate for this purpose. 

The Committee also note that a Central Economic 
Intelligence Bureau has been set-up for coordinating the 
investigative eHorts and enforcement actions by various 
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agencies connected with investigations into economic 
offences and enforcement of economic laws. The Bureau is 
expected to maintain liaison with the concerned 
Departments and Directorates both at the central as well 
as State level. 

The Committee desire suitable measures be taken to 
ensure that this bureau is allowed to function effectively 
without overlapping the functions of proper intelligence 
cell in the Directorate of Enforcement. 

The Committee are happy to note that the Directorate is 
in the process of evolving new methods of collecting 
intelligence in specified fields. 

They hope that these new methods will be expeditiously 
evolved and utilised for collecting information and 
intelligence. The Committee would like to be kept 
informed of the progress achieved in this regard. 

I t has been brought to the notice of the Committee that 
though RBI is the costodian of foreign exchange, their 
experience had been very disappointing in the matter of 
monitoring of export proceeds in the matter and there was 
an urgent need for strengthening the reporting system in 
the RBI. The Committee urge the Government to take 
necessary corrective measures in the matter urgently. 

The Committee find that in recent years while the 
number of searches conducted have registered a marginal 
increase, the amount of foreign and Indian currency seized 
during such searches has grown manifold. This indeed is 
indicative of greater accuracy in planning and carrying out 
searches. Notwithstanding this encouraging trend the 
Committee are surprised to note ·that about one third of 
searches did not yield any result, obviously, for want of 
hard intelligence. In this context the Committee also note 
that Enforcement Officers conducting searches sometimes 
face difficulty in carrying out their duties in absence of 
adequate protection when the parties searched tum hostile. 
The Department however, does not consider arming of the 
Enforcement Officers a practicable proposition and 
consider the present practice of taking police protection to 
be appropriate. It has also been pointed out that while 
conducting searches of the premises in the absence of the 
owner, sufficieRt staff is not available to guard such 
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premises after the search is completed and till the arrival 
of the party. 

The Committee while expressmg satisfaction at 
improving searches, seizure ratio would expect the 
Government to take adequate steps to further improve this 
ratio. For this they desire that not only the intelligence be 
strengthened but also sufficient staff and police protection 
be provided to search parties. 

The Commerce are concerned to note the lack of 
objectivity in conducting the searches. They have been 
informed that the reasonable belief of the enforcement 
officers is invariably the ground for searches and that such 
belief is formed on the subjective satisfaction of the officer 
concerned. While the Committee note that it is the policy 
of the Government to bring more objectivity in such 
matters they are nevertheless disturbed to find that 
vexatious searches have been conducted on several 
occasions. They find it even more disturbing that the 
Department is unable to vouch against such malafide 
actions in future. The practice of fixing targets for such 
searches as a measure of performance by the Enforcement 
Officers has' been cited as one of the factors responsible 
for this situation. 

The Committee cannot but take a senous vIew 10 the 
matter and urge the Government to immediately review 
the practice of fixing targets for searches. They also feel 
that in case such targets are administratively unavoidable 
due care should be taken to fix them at a realistic level so 
that officers of Enforcement Directorate 10 their 
enthusiasm to achieve targets do not harass the citizen. 
They would also expect the Government to ensure that 
such searches are taken up only after thorough evaluation 
of the veracity of intelligence available. Further, once the 
search _)s taken up this should be subject to close 
monitoring by senior officers in order to bring to light 

• malpractice, if any and to punish the guilty officers. 

The Committee are amazed to find that despite the fact 
of vexatious searcbes being an open secret, the 
Department have not come across any specific instances of 
this nature. The Committee have been informed that 
whatever few complaints have been received in this regard 
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have not been of serious nature. It is, therefore, obvious 
that the affected parties are afraid of further harassment 
and do not venture to make any complaints. These 
revelatious are also an index of fairness with which the 
Enforcement Directorate has functioned hithertofor. The 
Committee, therefore, find it least surprising that affected 
partie~ have not been successfully prosecuting the 
Enforcement· Officers for vexatious searches, even though 
the law provides some safeguards to them. The Committee 
are distressed to find that the Department could not cite 
even a single case where permission had been granted to 
the affected parties for prosecuting an officer of the 
Directorate for carrying _ vexatious searches. The 
Committee regret to note, that such searches are often 
carried out at the instance of higher authorities in the 
Directorate / Ministry as a result of which an ordinary 
citizen does not even dare to complain. It is also apparent 
that lege I provisions do not go far in helping the citizens. 

The Committee while expressing their deep concern at 
such state of affairs would urge the Government not only 
to evolve such a legal and administrative system as would 
make it difficult for anyone to cause or carry out searches 
with malafide motives but would also expect Government 
to amend the law in such a manner as would give the 
citizens adequate legal protection against such harassment. 

As provided under FERA the Enforcement Officers 
exercise powers of adjudication in regard to cases of 
FERA violations. These powers are exercised in a quasi-
judicial manner and orders passed thereafter are also 
subject to review by FERA Appellate Board. The 
Committee were informed that on an average the 
adjudication of cases takes about 14 months. The 
Committee are disconcerted t9 observe that between 1987 
and 1989 a high proportion of the cases registered, 
approximating to almost 73% have been lying pending. 
They are shocked to find that some cases which are more 
then ten years old are still pending at various stages of 
adjudication. The Committee have also been informed that 
the Department is considering various suggestions to 
exPedite adjudication cases. In this context the, are also 
constrained to note that even after a lapse of 18 years no 
norms have been fixed In regard to maximum periO<l 

• 
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within which a case has to be finalised. The Committee 
believe that it is essential in this regard to arrive at a 
rational norm in regard to the number of cases an officer 
can dispose of within a given period. The Committee also 
find that no time limit bas been fixed for registration of 
the cases. The Committee are of the firm view that 
adjudication process should be time bound. 

They, therefore, _ge that reasonable time-limits may be 
fixed without further delay. They also hope that 
suggestions spelt out by the Department for reducing 
delays will be implemented forthwith. Similarly time limit 
may be fixed for registration of cases. 

The cOmmittee will like to advise the Directorate not to 
overburden its officers with large number of cases as such 
.. practice can only result in delays in adjudication and 
non~bservance of whatever norms may be adopted for 
assessing their performance. They, therefore, urge the 
Government to look into this aspect with due seriousness. 
They also desire to be informed about the 5tq)S taken in 
this regard. 

The Committee have been informed that one of the 
main reasons for delay is that Show eau.e Notice are 
being prepared on an offhand manner without 
incorporating specific charges and without looking into the 
details of evidence. This not only. ~Iays aclju(ljcation 
proceedings but also results in harassment to the 
concerned parties as they have to ask for &is inforrbation 
again and again. 

The Committee desire that specific and detailed 
guidelines may be issued to the concerned officers in this 
regard- and action taken in case these are not followed. 

The Committee also regret to find that as on 31st 
December, 1989, 1268 appeals were pendios before the 
fERA Board and that some of these appeals pertain to 
the year 1m. They are further dismayed to DOte that the 
percentage of disposal of the appeals durin& 1981, 1988 
and 1989 has been as low as 350/0, 31% and 27% 
respectively. The Committee are, therefore, constrained to 
conclude that the abo~e shortage of officers indicates a 
casual approach of the Government in dearing the 
backlog. 
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22 3.79 The Committee would like the MiniStry to take 
immediate steps so that the backlog of appeals can be 
cleared expeditiously. 

23 3.94 The Committee note tbat during the period 1987 to 1989 
out of 911 cases under prosecution for violation of FERA 
only 345 could be finalised. The balance 566 cases were 
pending in different courts at the end of 1989. They also 
note that average period for disposal of cases has been 
varying from place to place. The Committee are, 
therefore, constrained to infer that the pace of disposal of 
cases being Prosecuted has been tardy. Consequently the 
pendency of such Cases in courts has been increasing day 
by day. 1be Committee also find that no systematic study 
has ever been conducted to ascertain the reasons for this 
situation. In this Context they were informed during 
evidence that the problem was attributable to general 
overburdening of civil courts at various levels as also be 
inadequate defence of such cases on the part of the 
Government. The Committee were further apprised that 
economic offenders were often able to obtain the services 
of the best legal professionals. As against this the 
Department has to be content with the services of lawyers 
who are poorly paid and totally ill-motivated even in cases 
involving substantial sums of money. It was suggested that 
not only special courts be set up for the purposes of 
prosecuting economic offeaden, but also that such courts 
sbouId be manned by the officials from the Directorate of 
Enforcement and the Departments of Customs and Central 
Excise and the Income-Tax subject to their having 
appropriate legal qualifications. 

24 3.95 The Committee have no hesitation in recommending 
that Government should take immediate steps to set up 
special courts for economic offenders in consultation with 
the State Governments. For this purpose they also 
recommend that the matter may be deliberated upon in 
the next Conference of Chief Ministen to be convened at 
an early date. The Committee, however, are not convinced 
by the agrument that such courts would become efficient 
by merely appointing officers drawn from the above 
mentiOned organisations. On the contrary such a step may 
result in judicial improprieties. 
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The Committee are of the firm opinion that the 
Department should have freedom to engage lawyers of 
known competance without being obliged to confine their choice 

to a panel of lawyer of Central Government. The 
Committee, therefore strongly support the need of the 
Department to have sufficient financial powers for 
obtaining services of lawyers of appropriate standing in 
order to defend in the courts of law cases involving large 
sums of money. They urge the Government to examine 
this matter with earnestness in consultation with the 
Ministry of Law. 

The Committee would also like to stress upon the need 
for strengthening the legal set up within the Directorate of 
Enforcement. For this purpose they recommend creation 
of attractive promotion prospects in order to draw and 
retain officers of sound legal knowledge and· experience. 
The Ministry may also appoint officers of sufficient 
experience and legal background on contract basis. The 
Committee would also desire the Ministry to review the 
present time-lag in disposal of cases at different places and 
take necessary remedial measures in this regard. , 

The Committee find that officers of !be Directorate have 
been .Biven very wide powers for recommending Cases for 
detention under Conservation of Foreign 'Exchaage and 
Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act 1974 
(COFEPOSA) to prevent any person from acting in a 
manner prejudicial to the conservation and augmentation 
of foreign exchange. The Committee are of the view that 
the likelihood of such powers being misused cannot be 
ruled out defeating the very purpose for which the Act was 
enacted. 

The Committee therefore desire the Ministry to provide 
suitable safeguards to ensure that such powers are QQ.t 
misused and innocent persons ~are not harassed. The 
Committee would also like to be kept inforined of the 
progress achieved in this regard. 

The Committee are distressed to find that organisation~ 
aspects of the Directorate of Enforcement have received 
little attention hithertofore, partIy due to perceived 
impermanance of FERA in the initial years of its 

-
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formation. The Committee are inclined to think that this 
neglect is due to the Directorate being placed under 
different departments at diffCftnt times. 

lbe Committ~ hope that the Government will now pay 
serious attention to the organistional aspects of 
Enforcement Directorate. 

The Committee DOte with concern that the 
organisational set up of the Directorate bas not grown 
proportionally in rel,atioD to the aims and objectives for 
which it was created. They were also informed by the 
Secretary of the Ministry during evidence that there is 
need for strengtbeaing of the organisation in various areas 
like intelligence and vip.lance etc. The Committee find that 
out of *l2 sanctioned staff strength 78 posts including the 
posts of Special Director, (]lief Enforcement Officer, 
Enforcement Officer and Asstt. Director have been lying 
vacant sioce long. This has obviously atfected the 
functioning of the Directorate adversely. The Committee 
findt that shortage of staff has not only resulted in arrears 
of work, but the quality of work has also deteriorated. 

They cannot but take a serious view of this unhappy 
situation. The Committee, therefore, expect the Govern-
ment to fill up aU vacaot pgsa, without lutdltr delay. 

The ColDIDinee note that Staff Inspectien Unit bad 
carried out in 1974 a study of manpower requirement in 
the Directorate. The Committee find it unfortunate that 
this report is not available with the Ministry and that no 
regular study bas been carried out in this regard after 
1974. They aIIo find that at pretent there is DO regular and 
systematic procedure for the assessment of staff strength of 
Directorate;1bey were, however, informed that the man 
power Deeds of the Directorate are beiDI reaIIesaed in the 
lip. of its current wort load. 

The Committee recotmneDd that the MiJIiItry sbouId 
take up with i"n"edjate effect, the re-uscssment of staff 
streDJlh of the Directorate, and equip the ~te with 
adequate staff, COIIIIIleDIUI'ate with its current work-load. 

The Committee are also of the view tIaaa there should be 
a regular periodical review of. the IDMlpowcr requiremeat 
in the Directorate to maintain the health of this 
oraanisation . 

• 
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31 4.37 The Committee are unhappy to DOte that there is still no 
proper arrangement for imparting traininl to the staff in 
the Deptt. 1bougb the Directonte has been organising 
some training workshops the requisite benefit could not be 
derived owing to lack of focus in thi$ effort. The 
Committee find that the Yardi Committee had 
recommended that the new en~ts and other persons 
should be imparted training aJoocwith customs staff 50 as 
to enable them to attain efficiency in various provisions of 
FERA and otber 'Emnomic Laws including the aspect of 
inspection and searches. They have also been informed 
that need has been felt for training the staff of the 
Directorate in certain related subjects such as overseas 
banking, aaxluotancy and company law procedure and that 
a proposal in this regard is under ooosideratioo. 

32 4.38 The Committee need hardly emphasize the paramount 
importance of imparting repIar and indepth training in 
these subjects to the officers/staff of the Directorate. 

33 4.39 The Committee, therefore, desire that not only the 
officers at higher level but aDo those at middle and lower 
levels should be regularly ttained so as to acquaint them 
with relevant aspects of OOIIUDCrciaI \aw aerountiQg and 
practices, besides the modem techniques of investigation. 
The Committee would upect ~ Ministry to continde to 
organise workshops at repIar mtervals for the purpose. 

34 4.40 The Committee have heeD infomed that he number of 
complaints received in the Directorate of Enforcement is 
limited and that these were not of a serious nature. Taking 
into aaxlunt the fad tbat tbe Directorate has to enforce 
the various provisions of FERA and COFEPOSA which 
directly effect the sensitive sections of public and which 
offer considerable IOOpC _ of misuse of powers, the 
Committee feel that the' abaft statemellt is not a correct 
index of of harassmeDt wbic:b citizens have to put up with. 
From the obserVations of Secretary, Department of 
Revenue, the Committee are iDdiDetI, to conclude that 
those who bear the brunt of harassment and corrupt 
practices OD the part of Enforcement officials are vary 
making direct oompIaiDis due to the fear of fudber 

a 
harassment. ' 

in order to improve this state of affairs the Committee 
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desire that Directorate should make a determined effort to 
enquire into the substanc:e of even anonymous complaints. 
They feel this is essential to demonstrate the seriousness of 
the Directorate in taek1ing this situation and f:bus, 
enhancing the confidence of the public. The Committee are 
of the opuuoo that· Compl~t Cell in the Directorate 
ought to have functioned more effectively. The whole 
system of registering and redressing of complaints 
therefore needs to be thoroughly overhauled. The 
Committee eXpect the Ministry would lose no time in 
doing the needful. 

The Committee note that only 6 vigilance cases have 
been registered between 1.7.1987 and 30.6.1990 against 
the" offkers of the Directorate. They are further 
disappointed to find that only 3 cases have been disposed 
during this period. The Committee have also been 
informed that no effective measures have been taken in 
these vigilance cases. The Department has conceded that 
the action by way of vigilance has been inadequate. The 
Committee are not satisfied by the statement of the 
Secretary Revenue that watch is being kept on officers of 
doubtful integrity and that deterrent action has been taken 
in some cases. They are constrained to conclude that the 
existing set up of vigilance cell has not proved to be very 
effective. 

The Committee, therefore, desire the Ministry to take 
suitable measures to strengthen lh;e existing vigilanoe set 
up so that appropriate action against the corrupt officials is 
initiated expeditiously. They also desire that the corruption 
cases· pending with Directorate should be dealt with 
seriousness and espedition. 
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Sellers, Mohan Kunj, Ground Aoor, 
68, Jyotiba Fuele Road Nalgaum, 
Dadar. Bombay-400 014 

10. Subscribers Subscription Service India, 
21, Raghunath Dadaj, Street, 
2nd Floor, 
lJombay-400 001. 

TAMIL NADU 

11. MIs. M.M. Subscription Agencies, 
14th Murali Street, (lst Aoor) , 
Mahalingapuram, Nungambakkam, 
Madras-600 034. 
(T.No. 476558) 

SI. 
No. 

Name of Agent 

UTTAR PRADESH 

12. Law Publishers, Sardar Patel Marg; 
P.B. No. n, Allahabad, V.P. 

WEST BENGAL 

13. MIs. Madimala, Buys & Sells, 123, 
Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta-I. 

DELHI 

14. MIs. Jain Book Agency, 
C-9, Connaught Place, New Delhi, 
(T.No. 351663 & 3508(6). 

15. MIs. J.M. Jaina & Brothers, 
P. Box 1020, Mori Gate, Delhi-110006. 
(T. No. 2915064 & 230936) . 

16. MIs. Oxford Book & Stationery Co., 
Scindia House, Connaught Place, 
New Delhi-lIOOO1. (T.No. 3315308 & 
45896). 

17. Mis. Bookwell, V72, Sant Nirankari 
Colony, Kingsway Camp, 
Delhi-lIO 009. (T.No. 7112309) .. 

18. Mis. Rajendra Book Agency, 
IV-DR59, Lajpat Nagat, Old 
Double Storey, New Delhi·lIO 024. 
(T.No. 6412362 & 6412131). 

19. Mis. Ashok Book Agency, 
BH-82 , Poorvi Shalimar Bagh, 
Delhi-110 033. 

20. Mis. Venus Enterprises, 
B-2/85, Phase-II, Ashok Vihar, Delhi. 

21. MIs. Central News Agency Pvt. Ltd., 
23/90, Connaught Circus, 
New Delhi-HO 001. (T. No. 344448, 
322705, 344478 & 3445(8). 

22. MIs. Amrit Book Co., 
N-21 , Connaught Circus, 
New Delhi. 

23. ~/s. Books India Corporation 
Publishers, Imponers· & Exporten. 
L-il, Shhsiri N'agar, Delhi-UO 052. 
(T.No. 269631 & 714465). 

24. MIs. Sangam Book Depot, 
4378/4B, Murari La! Street, 
Ansari Road, Darya Ganj, 
New Delhi-HO 002. 
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